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Cybernetic GI Security Bulletin provides a summary of new vulnerabilities that have been recorded by the
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) National Vulnerability Database (NVD) in the past
week. The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) National Cybersecurity and Communications
Integration Center (NCCIC) / United States Computer Emergency Readiness Team, is sponsored by The
NVD. For modified or updated entries, please visit the NVD, which contains historical vulnerability
information.
The vulnerabilities are based on the CVE vulnerability naming standard and determined by the Common
Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) standard. They are organized according to severity, by the division
of high, medium and low severities correspond to the following scores:
High- Vulnerabilities will be labeled High severity if they have a CVSS base score of 7.0 - 10.0.
Medium - Vulnerabilities will be labeled Medium severity if they have a CVSS base score of 4.0 .6.9 Low - Vulnerabilities will be labeled Low severity if they have a CVSS base score of 0.0 - 3.9.
Entries may include additional information provided by organizations and efforts sponsored by
Cybernetic GI. This data may include identifying information, values, definitions, and related links. The
patch information is provided to users when available. Please note that some of the information in the
bulletin is compiled from external, open source reports and is not a direct result of Cybernetic GI
analysis .
The NCCIC Weekly Vulnerability Summary Bulletin is created using information from the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) National Vulnerability Database (NVD). In some cases, the
vulnerabilities in the bulletin may not yet have assigned CVSS scores. Please visit NVD for updated
vulnerability entries, which include CVSS scores once they are available.
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2021-06-04

CVE-202130475
7.5
MISC
MISC

Webtools in Brocade SANnav before version 2.1.1 allows unauthenticated users to
broadcom – sannav make requests to arbitrary hosts due to a misconfiguration; this is commonly referred 2021-06-09
to as Server-Side Request Forgery (SSRF).

CVE-20207.5 15377
MISC

aom_dsp/noise_model.c in libaom in AOMedia before 2021-03-24 has a buffer
aomedia – aomedia
overflow.

2021-06-04

CVE-202131251
7.5 CONFIRM
MISC
MISC

The eBPF RINGBUF bpf_ringbuf_reserve() function in the Linux kernel did not check
that the allocated size was smaller than the ringbuf size, allowing an attacker to
perform out-of-bounds writes within the kernel and therefore, arbitrary code
linux -- linux_kernel execution. This issue was fixed via commit 4b81ccebaeee ("bpf, ringbuf: Deny reserve 2021-06-04
of buffers larger than ringbuf") (v5.13-rc4) and backported to the stable kernels in
v5.12.4, v5.11.21, and v5.10.37. It was introduced via 457f44363a88 ("bpf:
Implement BPF ring buffer and verifier support for it") (v5.8-rc1).

CVE-20213489
MISC
7.2 UBUNTU
UBUNTU
MISC
MLIST

The eBPF ALU32 bounds tracking for bitwise ops (AND, OR and XOR) in the Linux
kernel did not properly update 32-bit bounds, which could be turned into out of
bounds reads and writes in the Linux kernel and therefore, arbitrary code execution.
This issue was fixed via commit 049c4e13714e ("bpf: Fix alu32 const subreg bound
linux -- linux_kernel tracking on bitwise operations") (v5.13-rc4) and backported to the stable kernels in 2021-06-04
v5.12.4, v5.11.21, and v5.10.37. The AND/OR issues were introduced by commit
3f50f132d840 ("bpf: Verifier, do explicit ALU32 bounds tracking") (5.7-rc1) and the
XOR variant was introduced by 2921c90d4718 ("bpf:Fix a verifier failure with xor") (
5.10-rc1).

CVE-20213490
UBUNTU
7.2 MISC
MISC
UBUNTU
MLIST

The io_uring subsystem in the Linux kernel allowed the MAX_RW_COUNT limit to be
bypassed in the PROVIDE_BUFFERS operation, which led to negative values being
usedin mem_rw when reading /proc/<PID>/mem. This could be used to create a heap
overflow leading to arbitrary code execution in the kernel. It was addressed via
linux -- linux_kernel
2021-06-04
commit d1f82808877b ("io_uring: truncate lengths larger than MAX_RW_COUNT on
provide buffers") (v5.13-rc1) and backported to the stable kernels in v5.12.4,
v5.11.21, and v5.10.37. It was introduced in ddf0322db79c ("io_uring: add
IORING_OP_PROVIDE_BUFFERS") (v5.7-rc1).

CVE-20213491
UBUNTU
7.2 UBUNTU
MISC
MISC
MLIST

microsoft -intune_management Microsoft Intune Management Extension Remote Code Execution Vulnerability
_extension

2021-06-08

CVE-20217.5 31980
MISC

microsoft -windows_10

Server for NFS Information Disclosure Vulnerability This CVE ID is unique from CVE2021-31976.

2021-06-08

CVE-20217.8 31975
MISC

microsoft -windows_10

Server for NFS Information Disclosure Vulnerability This CVE ID is unique from CVE2021-31975.

2021-06-08

CVE-20217.8 31976
MISC

microsoft -windows_10

Kerberos AppContainer Security Feature Bypass Vulnerability

2021-06-08

CVE-20217.5 31962
MISC

chiyu-tech -- bf430_firmware

An authentication bypass in telnet server in BF-430 and BF431 232/422 TCP/IP
Converter, BF-450M and SEMAC from CHIYU Technology Inc allows obtaining a
privileged connection with the target device by supplying a specially malformed
request and an attacker may force the remote telnet server to believe that the user
has already authenticated.
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qualcomm -apq8009_firmware

Out of bound read will happen if EAPOL Key length is less than expected while
processing NAN shared key descriptor attribute in Snapdragon Auto, Snapdragon
Compute, Snapdragon Connectivity, Snapdragon Consumer Electronics Connectivity, 2021-06-09
Snapdragon Consumer IOT, Snapdragon Industrial IOT, Snapdragon IoT, Snapdragon
Mobile, Snapdragon Voice & Music, Snapdragon Wired Infrastructure and Networking

CVE-20207.8 11241
CONFIRM

bloofox – bloofoxcms

bloofoxCMS 0.5.2.1 is infected with Unrestricted File Upload that allows attackers to
2021-06-16
upload malicious files (ex: php files).

CVE-20207.5 35760
MISC

google – android

In avrc_msg_cback of avrc_api.cc, there is a possible out of bounds write due to a
heap buffer overflow. This could lead to remote code execution with no additional
execution privileges needed. User interaction is not needed for exploitation.Product: 2021-06-11
AndroidVersions: Android-11 Android-8.1 Android-9 Android-10Android ID: A177611958

10

google – android

In memory management driver, there is a possible out of bounds write due to a
missing bounds check. This could lead to local escalation of privilege with no
additional execution privileges needed. User interaction is not needed for
exploitation.Product: AndroidVersions: Android SoCAndroid ID: A-183464866

2021-06-11

CVE-20217.2 0489
MISC

google – android

In memory management driver, there is a possible memory corruption due to a
double free. This could lead to local escalation of privilege with no additional
2021-06-11
execution privileges needed. User interaction is not needed for exploitation.Product:
AndroidVersions: Android SoCAndroid ID: A-183461321

CVE-20217.2 0498
MISC

google – android

In memory management driver, there is a possible memory corruption due to a use
after free. This could lead to local escalation of privilege with no additional execution
2021-06-11
privileges needed. User interaction is not needed for exploitation.Product:
AndroidVersions: Android SoCAndroid ID: A-183461320

CVE-20217.2 0497
MISC

google – android

In memory management driver, there is a possible memory corruption due to a use
after free. This could lead to local escalation of privilege with no additional execution
2021-06-11
privileges needed. User interaction is not needed for exploitation.Product:
AndroidVersions: Android SoCAndroid ID: A-183467912

CVE-20217.2 0496
MISC

google – android

In memory management driver, there is a possible out of bounds write due to
uninitialized data. This could lead to local escalation of privilege with no additional
2021-06-11
execution privileges needed. User interaction is not needed for exploitation.Product:
AndroidVersions: Android SoCAndroid ID: A-183459083

CVE-20217.2 0495
MISC

google – android

In memory management driver, there is a possible out of bounds write due to an
integer overflow. This could lead to local escalation of privilege with no additional
2021-06-11
execution privileges needed. User interaction is not needed for exploitation.Product:
AndroidVersions: Android SoCAndroid ID: A-183461318

CVE-20217.2 0494
MISC

google – android

In memory management driver, there is a possible out of bounds write due to a
missing bounds check. This could lead to local escalation of privilege with no
additional execution privileges needed. User interaction is not needed for
exploitation.Product: AndroidVersions: Android SoCAndroid ID: A-183461317

2021-06-11

CVE-20217.2 0493
MISC

google – android

In memory management driver, there is a possible out of bounds write due to a
missing bounds check. This could lead to local escalation of privilege with no
additional execution privileges needed. User interaction is not needed for
exploitation.Product: AndroidVersions: Android SoCAndroid ID: A-183459078

2021-06-11

CVE-20217.2 0492
MISC

google – android

In memory management driver, there is a possible escalation of privilege due to a
missing permission check. This could lead to local escalation of privilege with no
additional execution privileges needed. User interaction is not needed for
exploitation.Product: AndroidVersions: Android SoCAndroid ID: A-183461315

2021-06-11

CVE-20217.2 0491
MISC

CVE-20210474
MISC
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google – android

In memory management driver, there is a possible out of bounds write due to a
missing bounds check. This could lead to local escalation of privilege with no
additional execution privileges needed. User interaction is not needed for
exploitation.Product: AndroidVersions: Android SoCAndroid ID: A-183464868

2021-06-11

CVE-20217.2 0490
MISC

google – android

In onCreate of CalendarDebugActivity.java, there is a possible way to export calendar
data to the sdcard without user consent due to a tapjacking/overlay attack. This could
lead to local escalation of privilege with User execution privileges needed. User
2021-06-11
interaction is not needed for exploitation.Product: AndroidVersions: Android11Android ID: A-174046397

CVE-20217.2 0487
MISC

google – android

In onActivityResult of EditUserPhotoController.java, there is a possible access of
unauthorized files due to an unexpected URI handler. This could lead to local
escalation of privilege with no additional execution privileges needed. User
2021-06-11
interaction is needed for exploitation.Product: AndroidVersions: Android-8.1 Android9 Android-10 Android-11Android ID: A-172939189

CVE-20219.3 0481
MISC

google – android

In getMinimalSize of PipBoundsAlgorithm.java, there is a possible bypass of
restrictions on background processes due to a permissions bypass. This could lead to
local escalation of privilege with no additional execution privileges needed. User
2021-06-11
interaction is not needed for exploitation.Product: AndroidVersions: Android11Android ID: A-174302616

CVE-20217.2 0485
MISC

google – android

In notifyScreenshotError of ScreenshotNotificationsController.java, there is a possible
permission bypass due to an unsafe PendingIntent. This could lead to local escalation
of privilege with User execution privileges needed. User interaction is not needed for 2021-06-11
exploitation.Product: AndroidVersions: Android-10 Android-11 Android-8.1 Android9Android ID: A-178189250

CVE-20217.2 0477
MISC

google – android

An improper input validation vulnerability in sflacfd_get_frm() in libsflacextractor
library prior to SMR MAY-2021 Release 1 allows attackers to execute arbitrary code
on mediaextractor process.

2021-06-11

CVE-20217.5 25387
MISC

google – android

An improper input validation vulnerability in sdfffd_parse_chunk_FVER() in
libsdffextractor library prior to SMR MAY-2021 Release 1 allows attackers to execute 2021-06-11
arbitrary code on mediaextractor process.

CVE-20217.5 25386
MISC

google – android

An improper input validation vulnerability in sdfffd_parse_chunk_PROP() in
libsdffextractor library prior to SMR MAY-2021 Release 1 allows attackers to execute 2021-06-11
arbitrary code on mediaextractor process.

CVE-20217.5 25385
MISC

google – android

An improper input validation vulnerability in sdfffd_parse_chunk_PROP() with Sample
Rate Chunk in libsdffextractor library prior to SMR MAY-2021 Release 1 allows
2021-06-11
attackers to execute arbitrary code on mediaextractor process.

CVE-20217.5 25384
MISC

google – android

An improper input validation vulnerability in scmn_mfal_read() in libsapeextractor
library prior to SMR MAY-2021 Release 1 allows attackers to execute arbitrary code
on mediaextractor process.

2021-06-11

CVE-20217.5 25383
MISC

google – android

In on_l2cap_data_ind of btif_sock_l2cap.cc, there is possible memory corruption due
to a use after free. This could lead to remote code execution over Bluetooth with no
additional execution privileges needed. User interaction is not needed for
2021-06-11
exploitation.Product: AndroidVersions: Android-11 Android-10Android ID: A175686168

CVE-20218.3 0475
MISC

google – android

In rw_t3t_process_error of rw_t3t.cc, there is a possible double free due to
uninitialized data. This could lead to remote code execution over NFC with no
additional execution privileges needed. User interaction is not needed for
exploitation.Product: AndroidVersions: Android-9 Android-10 Android-11 Android8.1Android ID: A-179687208

CVE-20218.3 0473
MISC

2021-06-11
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google – android

An improper access control vulnerability in genericssoservice prior to SMR JUN-2021
Release 1 allows local attackers to execute protected activity with system privilege via 2021-06-11
untrusted applications.

CVE-20217.2 25412
MISC

apache -- nuttx

Apache Nuttx Versions prior to 10.1.0 are vulnerable to integer wrap-around in
functions malloc, realloc and memalign. This improper memory assignment can lead
2021-06-21
to arbitrary memory allocation, resulting in unexpected behavior such as a crash or a
remote code injection/execution.

CVE-20217.5 26461
CONFIRM

autoptimize -autoptimize

The Autoptimize WordPress plugin before 2.7.8 attempts to delete malicious files
(such as .php) form the uploaded archive via the "Import Settings" feature, after its
extraction. However, the extracted folders are not checked and it is possible to
2021-06-21
upload a zip which contained a directory with PHP file in it and then it is not removed
from the disk. It is a bypass of CVE-2020-24948 which allows sending a PHP file via
the "Import Settings" functionality to achieve Remote Code Execution.

CVE-20217.5 24376
CONFIRM

ayecode -location_manager

In the Location Manager WordPress plugin before 2.1.0.10, the AJAX action
gd_popular_location_list did not properly sanitise or validate some of its POST
2021-06-21
parameters, which are then used in a SQL statement, leading to unauthenticated SQL
Injection issues.

CVE-202124361
7.5
MISC
CONFIRM

cleo -- lexicom

An issue was discovered in Cleo LexiCom 5.5.0.0. Within the AS2 message, the sender
can specify a filename. This filename can include path-traversal characters, allowing 2021-06-18
the file to be written to an arbitrary location on disk.

CVE-202133576
7.5
MISC
MISC

Contiki-NG is an open-source, cross-platform operating system for internet of things
devices. A buffer overflow vulnerability exists in Contiki-NG versions prior to 4.6.
contiki-ng -- contiki- After establishing a TCP socket using the tcp-socket library, it is possible for the
2021-06-18
ng
remote end to send a packet with a data offset that is unvalidated. The problem has
been patched in Contiki-NG 4.6. Users can apply the patch for this vulnerability outof-band as a workaround.

CVE-202121281
7.5
MISC
CONFIRM

Contiki-NG is an open-source, cross-platform operating system for internet of things
devices. It is possible to cause an out-of-bounds write in versions of Contiki-NG prior
to 4.6 when transmitting a 6LoWPAN packet with a chain of extension headers.
contiki-ng -- contikiUnfortunately, the written header is not checked to be within the available space,
2021-06-18
ng
thereby making it possible to write outside the buffer. The problem has been patched
in Contiki-NG 4.6. Users can apply the patch for this vulnerability out-of-band as a
workaround.

CVE-202121280
7.5
MISC
CONFIRM

Contiki-NG is an open-source, cross-platform operating system for internet of things
devices. In verions prior to 4.6, an attacker can perform a denial-of-service attack by
triggering an infinite loop in the processing of IPv6 neighbor solicitation (NS)
contiki-ng -- contikimessages. This type of attack can effectively shut down the operation of the system 2021-06-18
ng
because of the cooperative scheduling used for the main parts of Contiki-NG and its
communication stack. The problem has been patched in Contiki-NG 4.6. Users can
apply the patch for this vulnerability out-of-band as a workaround.

CVE-20217.8 21279
CONFIRM

Contiki-NG is an open-source, cross-platform operating system for internet of things
devices. In versions prior to 4.5, buffer overflow can be triggered by an input packet
contiki-ng -- contikiwhen using either of Contiki-NG's two RPL implementations in source-routing mode. 2021-06-18
ng
The problem has been patched in Contiki-NG 4.5. Users can apply the patch for this
vulnerability out-of-band as a workaround.

CVE-202121282
7.5
MISC
CONFIRM

google -- android

In updateDrawable of StatusBarIconView.java, there is a possible permission bypass
due to an uncaught exception. This could lead to local escalation of privilege by
running foreground services without notifying the user, with User execution
privileges needed. User interaction is not needed for exploitation.Product:
AndroidVersions: Android-10 Android-11 Android-8.1 Android-9Android ID: A169255797

2021-06-21

CVE-20217.2 0478
MISC
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google -- android

In handle_rc_metamsg_cmd of btif_rc.cc, there is a possible out of bounds write due
to a missing bounds check. This could lead to remote code execution over Bluetooth
with no additional execution privileges needed. User interaction is not needed for
2021-06-21
exploitation.Product: AndroidVersions: Android-11 Android-8.1 Android-9 Android10Android ID: A-181860042

CVE-20218.3 0507
MISC

google -- android

In the Settings app, there is a possible way to disable an always-on VPN due to a
missing permission check. This could lead to local escalation of privilege with no
additional execution privileges needed. User interaction is not needed for
exploitation.Product: AndroidVersions: Android-11Android ID: A-179975048

2021-06-21

CVE-20217.2 0505
MISC

google -- android

In p2p_process_prov_disc_req of p2p_pd.c, there is a possible out of bounds read
and write due to a use after free. This could lead to remote escalation of privilege
with no additional execution privileges needed. User interaction is not needed for
exploitation.Product: AndroidVersions: Android-11 Android-8.1 Android-9 Android10Android ID: A-181660448

2021-06-21

CVE-20217.5 0516
MISC

2021-06-21

CVE-201825016
7.5
MISC
MISC

2021-06-18

CVE-202121669
7.5
CONFIRM
MLIST

joomla -- joomla\!

Joomla! Core is prone to a security bypass vulnerability. Exploiting this issue may
allow attackers to perform otherwise restricted actions and subsequently retrieve
password reset tokens from the database through an already existing SQL injection 2021-06-21
vector. Joomla! Core versions 1.5.x ranging from 1.5.0 and up to and including 1.5.15
are vulnerable.

CVE-20101435
7.5
MISC
MISC

joomla -- joomla\!

Joomla! Core is prone to a vulnerability that lets attackers upload arbitrary files
because the application fails to properly verify user-supplied input. An attacker can
exploit this vulnerability to upload arbitrary code and run it in the context of the
2021-06-21
webserver process. This may facilitate unauthorized access or privilege escalation;
other attacks are also possible. Joomla! Core versions 1.5.x ranging from 1.5.0 and up
to and including 1.5.15 are vulnerable.

CVE-20101433
7.5
MISC
MISC

primion-digitek -secure_8

Secure 8 (Evalos) does not validate user input data correctly, allowing a remote
attacker to perform a Blind SQL Injection. An attacker could exploit this vulnerability
2021-06-18
in order to extract information of users and administrator accounts stored in the
database.

CVE-20213604
7.5
CONFIRM
CONFIRM

greenbone -Greenbone Security Assistant (GSA) before 7.0.3 and Greenbone OS (GOS) before
greenbone_security_
5.0.0 allow Host Header Injection.
assistant

jenkins -Jenkins Generic Webhook Trigger Plugin 1.72 and earlier does not configure its XML
generic_webhook_tri
parser to prevent XML external entity (XXE) attacks.
gger

radykal -The Fancy Product Designer WordPress plugin before 4.6.9 allows unauthenticated
fancy_product_desig
attackers to upload arbitrary files, resulting in remote code execution.
ner

2021-06-21

7.5

CVE-202124370

serenityos -serenityos

SerenityOS before commit 3844e8569689dd476064a0759d704bc64fb3ca2c contains
a directory traversal vulnerability in tar/unzip that may lead to command execution 2021-06-18
or privilege escalation.

CVE-20217.5 31272
CONFIRM

textpattern -textpattern

Textpattern 4.7.3 contains an aribtrary file load via the file_insert function in
include/txp_file.php.

2021-06-21

CVE-20207.5 19510
MISC

txjia -- imcat

SQL Injection vulnerability in imcat v5.2 via the fm[auser] parameters in
coms/add_coms.php.

2021-06-23

CVE-20207.5 20392
MISC

High Vulnerabilities
Primary
Vendor – Product
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Published

white_shark_systems
White Shark System (WSS) 1.3.2 is vulnerable to unauthorized access via
_project -user_edit_password.php, remote attackers can modify the password of any user.
white_shark_systems

2021-06-21

white_shark_systems White Shark System (WSS) 1.3.2 has an unauthorized access vulnerability in
_project -default_user_edit.php, remote attackers can exploit this vulnerability to escalate to
white_shark_systems admin privileges.

2021-06-21

CVSS
Score

Source &
Patch Info

CVE-20207.5 20466
MISC

9

CVE-202020471
MISC

Adobe After Effects version 18.1 (and earlier) is affected by an Uncontrolled Search
Path element vulnerability. An unauthenticated attacker could exploit this to to plant
adobe -- after_effects
2021-06-28
custom binaries and execute them with System permissions. Exploitation of this issue
requires user interaction.

CVE-20219.3 28570
MISC

After Effects version 18.0 (and earlier) are affected by an out-of-bounds write
vulnerability that could result in arbitrary code execution in the context of the current
adobe -- after_effects
2021-06-28
user. Exploitation of this issue requires user interaction in that a victim must open a
malicious file.

CVE-20219.3 28586
MISC

adobe -robohelp_server

Adobe RoboHelp Server version 2019.0.9 (and earlier) is affected by a Path Traversal
vulnerability when parsing a crafted HTTP POST request. An authenticated attacker
2021-06-28
could leverage this vulnerability to achieve arbitrary code execution in the context of
the current user. Exploitation of this issue does not require user interaction.

9

CVE-202128588
MISC

chamilo -- chamilo

main/inc/ajax/model.ajax.php in Chamilo through 1.11.14 allows SQL Injection via the
2021-06-28
searchField, filters, or filters2 parameter.

7.5

CVE-202134187

cnesty -- helpcom

A vulnerability of Helpcom could allow an unauthenticated attacker to execute
arbitrary command. This vulnerability exists due to insufficient validation of the
parameter. This issue affects: Cnesty Helpcom 10.0 versions prior to.

2021-06-29

CVE-20207.5 7871
MISC

eclipse -- birt

In Eclipse BIRT versions 4.8.0 and earlier, an attacker can use query parameters to
create a JSP file which is accessible from remote (current BIRT viewer dir) to inject JSP 2021-06-25
code into the running instance.

CVE-20217.5 34427
CONFIRM

FATEK Automation WinProladder Versions 3.30 and prior do not properly restrict
fatek -- winproladder operations within the bounds of a memory buffer, which may allow an attacker to
execute arbitrary code.

2021-06-29

CVE-20217.5 32992
MISC

fatek -- winproladder

FATEK Automation WinProladder Versions 3.30 and prior are vulnerable to an out-of2021-06-29
bounds write, which may allow an attacker to execute arbitrary code.

CVE-20217.5 32988
MISC

fatek -- winproladder

FATEK Automation WinProladder Versions 3.30 and prior are vulnerable to an out-of2021-06-29
bounds read, which may allow an attacker to execute arbitrary code.

CVE-20217.5 32990
MISC

fidelissecurity -deception

Vulnerability in the CommandPost, Collector, and Sensor components of Fidelis
Network and Deception enables an attacker with user level access to the CLI to inject
root level commands into the component and neighboring Fidelis components. The 2021-06-25
vulnerability is present in Fidelis Network and Deception versions prior to 9.3.7 and in
version 9.4. Patches and updates are available to address this vulnerability.

fidelissecurity -deception

Vulnerability in Fidelis Network and Deception CommandPost enables
unauthenticated SQL injection through the web interface. The vulnerability could lead
to exposure of authentication tokens in some versions of Fidelis software. The
2021-06-25
vulnerability is present in Fidelis Network and Deception versions prior to 9.3.7 and in
version 9.4. Patches and updates are available to address this vulnerability.

CVE-20217.5 35048
CONFIRM

helpu -- helpu

A remote code execution vulnerability exists in helpUS(remote administration tool)
2021-06-29
due to improper validation of parameter of ShellExecutionExA function used for login.

10

9

CVE-202135047
CONFIRM

CVE-20207868
MISC
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huawei -- anyoffice

There is a deserialization vulnerability in Huawei AnyOffice V200R006C10. An attacker
can construct a specific request to exploit this vulnerability. Successfully exploiting
2021-06-29
this vulnerability, the attacker can execute remote malicious code injection and to
control the device.

CVE-20219.3 22439
MISC

inkdrop -- inkdrop

Inkdrop versions prior to v5.3.1 allows an attacker to execute arbitrary OS commands
on the system where it runs by loading a file or code snippet containing an invalid
2021-06-28
iframe into Inkdrop.

9.3

CVE-202120745

mastersoft -- zook

An improper input validation vulnerability of ZOOK software (remote administration
tool) could allow a remote attacker to create arbitrary file. The ZOOK viewer has the
2021-06-29
"Tight file CMD" function to create file. An attacker could create and execute
arbitrary file in the ZOOK agent program using "Tight file CMD" without authority.

9

CVE-20207869
MISC

mcafee -mvision_edr

A command injection vulnerability in MVISION EDR (MVEDR) prior to 3.4.0 allows an
authenticated MVEDR administrator to trigger the EDR client to execute arbitrary
2021-06-29
commands through PowerShell using the EDR functionality 'execute reaction'.

9

CVE-202131838
CONFIRM

miniaudio_project -- Miniaudio 0.10.35 has a Double free vulnerability that could cause a buffer overflow
2021-06-25
miniaudio
in ma_default_vfs_close__stdio in miniaudio.h.

CVE-20217.5 34184
CONFIRM

misp -- misp

app/View/Elements/genericElements/IndexTable/Fields/generic_field.ctp in MISP
2.4.144 does not sanitize certain data related to generic-template:index.

2021-06-25

CVE-20217.5 35502
MISC

narou_project -narou

Narou (aka Narou.rb) before 3.8.0 allows Ruby Code Injection via the title name or
author name of a novel.

2021-06-28

7.5 CVE-202135514

naviwebs -navigate_cms

SQL Injection vulnerability in NavigateCMS 2.9 via the URL encoded GET input
category in navigate.php.

2021-06-28

7.5

online_pet_shop_we
b_application_projec
t -Online Pet Shop We App 1.0 is vulnerable to remote SQL injection and shell upload
online_pet_shop_we
b_application

2021-06-28

CVE-202135456
7.5
MISC
MISC

PandoraFMS <=7.54 allows arbitrary file upload, it leading to remote command
execution via the File Manager. To bypass the built-in protection, a relative path is
used in the requests.

2021-06-25

CVE-20217.5 34074
MISC

2021-06-25

CVE-20217.5 33540
CONFIRM

phoenixcontact -In Phoenix Contact FL SWITCH SMCS series products in multiple versions if an attacker
fl_switch_smcs_16tx sends a hand-crafted TCP-Packet with the Urgent-Flag set and the Urgent-Pointer set 2021-06-25
_firmware
to 0, the network stack will crash. The device needs to be rebooted afterwards.

CVE-20217.8 21005
CONFIRM

phoenixcontact -ilc1x0_firmware

Phoenix Contact Classic Line Controllers ILC1x0 and ILC1x1 in all versions/variants are
affected by a Denial-of-Service vulnerability. The communication protocols and
device access do not feature authentication measures. Remote attackers can use
specially crafted IP packets to cause a denial of service on the PLC's network
2021-06-25
communication module. A successful attack stops all network communication. To
restore the network connectivity the device needs to be restarted. The automation
task is not affected.

CVE-20217.8 33541
CONFIRM

securepoint -openvpn-client

Securepoint SSL VPN Client v2 before 2.0.32 on Windows has unsafe configuration
handling that enables local privilege escalation to NT AUTHORITY\SYSTEM. A nonprivileged local user can modify the OpenVPN configuration stored under

CVE-20217.2 35523
MISC
MISC

pandorafms -pandora_fms

phoenixcontact -In certain devices of the Phoenix Contact AXL F BK and IL BK product families an
axl_f_bk_pn_tps_xc_
undocumented password protected FTP access to the root directory exists.
firmware

2021-06-28

CVE-202023711

High Vulnerabilities
Primary
Vendor – Product

Description

Published

CVSS
Score

"%APPDATA%\Securepoint SSL VPN" and add a external script file that is executed as
privileged user.

tenable -- nessus

Nessus versions 8.13.2 and earlier were found to contain a privilege escalation
vulnerability which could allow a Nessus administrator user to upload a specially
crafted file that could lead to gaining administrator privileges on the Nessus host.

In Weidmueller Industrial WLAN devices in multiple versions an exploitable use of
hard-coded credentials vulnerability exists in multiple iw_* utilities. The device
weidmueller -- ie-wloperating system contains an undocumented encryption password, allowing for the
bl-ap-cl-eu_firmware
creation of custom diagnostic scripts. An attacker can send diagnostic scripts while
authenticated as a low privilege user to trigger this vulnerability.

Source &
Patch Info
FULLDISC
MISC

2021-06-29

CVE-20217.2 20079
MISC

2021-06-25

9

CVE-202133531
CONFIRM

In Weidmueller Industrial WLAN devices in multiple versions an exploitable privilege
escalation vulnerability exists in the iw_console functionality. A specially crafted
weidmueller -- ie-wlmenu selection string can cause an escape from the restricted console, resulting in
2021-06-25
bl-ap-cl-eu_firmware
system access as the root user. An attacker can send commands while authenticated
as a low privilege user to trigger this vulnerability.

9

CVE-202133528
CONFIRM

In Weidmueller Industrial WLAN devices in multiple versions an exploitable command
injection vulnerability exists in encrypted diagnostic script functionality of the
weidmueller -- ie-wl- devices. A specially crafted diagnostic script file can cause arbitrary busybox
2021-06-25
bl-ap-cl-eu_firmware commands to be executed, resulting in remote control over the device. An attacker
can send diagnostic while authenticated as a low privilege user to trigger this
vulnerability.

9

CVE-202133530
CONFIRM

In Weidmueller Industrial WLAN devices in multiple versions an exploitable command
injection vulnerability exists in the hostname functionality. A specially crafted entry to
weidmueller -- ie-wlnetwork configuration information can cause execution of arbitrary system
2021-06-25
bl-ap-cl-eu_firmware
commands, resulting in full control of the device. An attacker can send various
requests while authenticated as a high privilege user to trigger this vulnerability.

9

CVE-202133534
CONFIRM

In Weidmueller Industrial WLAN devices in multiple versions an exploitable command
injection vulnerability exists in the iw_webs functionality. A specially crafted
weidmueller -- ie-wldiagnostic script file name can cause user input to be reflected in a subsequent
2021-06-25
bl-ap-cl-eu_firmware
iw_system call, resulting in remote control over the device. An attacker can send
commands while authenticated as a low privilege user to trigger this vulnerability.

9

CVE-202133532
CONFIRM

In Weidmueller Industrial WLAN devices in multiple versions an exploitable command
injection vulnerability exists in the iw_webs functionality. A specially crafted
weidmueller -- ie-wliw_serverip parameter can cause user input to be reflected in a subsequent
2021-06-25
bl-ap-cl-eu_firmware
iw_system call, resulting in remote control over the device. An attacker can send
commands while authenticated as a low privilege user to trigger this vulnerability.

9

CVE-202133533
CONFIRM

In Weidmueller Industrial WLAN devices in multiple versions an exploitable improper
access control vulnerability exists in the iw_webs account settings functionality. A
weidmueller -- ie-wl- specially crafted user name entry can cause the overwrite of an existing user account
2021-06-25
bl-ap-cl-eu_firmware password, resulting in remote shell access to the device as that user. An attacker can
send commands while authenticated as a low privilege user to trigger this
vulnerability.

9

CVE-202133538
CONFIRM

wincred_project -wincred

This affects all versions of package wincred. If attacker-controlled user input is given
to the getCredential function, it is possible for an attacker to execute arbitrary
2021-06-28
commands. This is due to use of the child_process exec function without input
sanitization.

zohocorp -Zoho ManageEngine ADSelfService Plus through 6101 is vulnerable to
manageengine_adsel
unauthenticated Remote Code Execution while changing the password.
fservice_plus

2021-06-25

CVE-202123399
7.5
MISC
MISC
7.5 CVE-202128958

High Vulnerabilities
Primary
Vendor – Product

Description

Published

zohocorp -Zoho ManageEngine ServiceDesk Plus MSP before 10521 is vulnerable to Server-Side
manageengine_servic
2021-06-29
Request Forgery (SSRF).
edesk_plus_msp

CVSS
Score

Source &
Patch Info

CVE-202131531
7.5
CONFIRM
MISC

Medium Vulnerabilities
Primary
Vendor -- Product

accela -civic_platform

Description

In Accela Civic Platform through 21.1, the security/hostSignon.do parameter
servProvCode is vulnerable to XSS.

adiscon -- loganalyzer Adiscon LogAnalyzer 4.1.10 and 4.1.11 allow login.php XSS.

Published

2021-06-07

2021-06-08

CVE-20214.3 31738
MISC

BloofoxCMS 0.5.2.1 allows Directory traversal vulnerability by inserting '../' payloads
2021-06-04
within the 'fileurl' parameter.

bloofox -- bloofoxcms

BloofoxCMS 0.5.2.1 allows Unrestricted File Upload vulnerability via bypass MIME
Type validation by inserting 'image/jpeg' within the 'Content-Type' header.

Brocade SANnav before version 2.1.1 logs account credentials at the ‘trace’ logging
level.

The OVA version of Brocade SANnav before version 2.1.1 installation with IPv6
broadcom -- sannav networking exposes the docker container ports to the network, increasing the
potential attack surface.

4

CVE-202036142
MISC

2021-06-04

CVE-20206.5 36141
MISC

2021-06-04

CVE-20204.3 36140
MISC

Brocade SANNav before version 2.1.1 contains an information disclosure
broadcom -- sannav vulnerability. Successful exploitation of internal server information in the initial login 2021-06-09
response header.

broadcom -- sannav

Source &
Patch Info

CVE-202133904
4.3
MISC
MISC

bloofox -- bloofoxcms

BloofoxCMS 0.5.2.1 allows Cross-Site Request Forgery (CSRF) via
bloofox -- bloofoxcms 'mode=settings&page=editor', as demonstrated by use of
'mode=settings&page=editor' to change any file content (Locally/Remotely).

CVSS
Score

5

CVE-202015384
MISC

2021-06-09

5

CVE-202015380
MISC

2021-06-09

5

CVE-202015378
MISC

Brocade SANnav before version 2.1.1 allows an authenticated attacker to list
broadcom -- sannav directories, and list files without permission. As a result, users without permission can 2021-06-09
see folders, and hidden files, and can create directories without permission.

CVE-20205.5 15385
MISC

2021-06-04

CVE-202131252
5.8 CONFIRM
MISC
MISC

2021-06-04

CVE-202131249
6.4 MISC
MISC
MISC

A vulnerability in Cisco Webex Meetings Desktop App for Windows, Cisco Webex
Meetings Server, Cisco Webex Network Recording Player for Windows, and Cisco
Webex Teams for Windows could allow an authenticated, local attacker to perform a
DLL injection attack on an affected device. To exploit this vulnerability, the attacker
cisco -must have valid credentials on the Windows system. This vulnerability is due to
webex_meetings_des
2021-06-04
incorrect handling of directory paths at run time. An attacker could exploit this
ktop
vulnerability by inserting a configuration file in a specific path in the system, which
can cause a malicious DLL file to be loaded when the application starts. A successful
exploit could allow the attacker to execute arbitrary code on the affected system with
the privileges of another user account.

CVE-20216.9 1536
CISCO

chiyu-tech -- bf430_firmware

An open redirect vulnerability exists in BF-630, BF-450M, BF-430, BF-431, BF631-W,
BF830-W, Webpass, and SEMAC devices from CHIYU Technology that can be
exploited by sending a link that has a specially crafted URL to convince the user to
click on it.

chiyu-tech -- bf430_firmware

A CRLF injection vulnerability was found on BF-430, BF-431, and BF-450M TCP/IP
Converter devices from CHIYU Technology Inc due to a lack of validation on the
parameter redirect= available on multiple CGI components.

Medium Vulnerabilities
Primary
Vendor -- Product

Description

Published

CVSS
Score

Source &
Patch Info

ckeditor -- ckeditor

A cross-site scripting (XSS) vulnerability in the HTML Data Processor in CKEditor 4
4.14.0 through 4.16.x before 4.16.1 allows remote attackers to inject executable
JavaScript code through a crafted comment because --!> is mishandled.

2021-06-09

CVE-20214.3 33829
MISC

cloverdx -- cloverdx

A cross-site scripting (XSS) vulnerability in CloverDX Server 5.9.0, CloverDX 5.8.1,
CloverDX 5.7.0, and earlier allows remote attackers to inject arbitrary web script or
2021-06-09
HTML via the sessionToken parameter of multiple methods in Simple HTTP API. This is
resolved in 5.9.1 and 5.10.

CVE-202130133
4.3
CONFIRM
MISC

dino -- dino

Dino before 0.1.2 and 0.2.x before 0.2.1 allows Directory Traversal (only for creation
2021-06-07
of new files) via URI-encoded path separators.

5

CVE-202133896
CONFIRM
MISC
MLIST

dlink -- dir868l_firmware

The D-Link router DIR-868L 3.01 is vulnerable to credentials disclosure in telnet
service through decompilation of firmware, that allows an unauthenticated attacker 2021-06-04
to gain access to the firmware and to extract sensitive data.

5

CVE-202029321
MISC

dlink -- dir880l_firmware

The D-Link router DIR-880L 1.07 is vulnerable to credentials disclosure in telnet
service through decompilation of firmware, that allows an unauthenticated attacker
to gain access to the firmware and to extract sensitive data.

2021-06-04

5

CVE-202029322
MISC

dlink -- dir-885lmfc_firmware

The D-link router DIR-885L-MFC 1.15b02, v1.21b05 is vulnerable to credentials
disclosure in telnet service through decompilation of firmware, that allows an
2021-06-04
unauthenticated attacker to gain access to the firmware and to extract sensitive data.

5

CVE-202029323
MISC

5

CVE-202029324
MISC

The DLink Router DIR-895L MFC v1.21b05 is vulnerable to credentials disclosure in
dlink -- dirtelnet service through decompilation of firmware, that allows an unauthenticated
895l_mfc_firmware
attacker to gain access to the firmware and to extract sensitive data.

2021-06-04

entrouvert -- lasso

Lasso all versions prior to 2.7.0 has improper verification of a cryptographic signature. 2021-06-04

5

CVE-202128091
MISC
MISC
MISC
DEBIAN
MLIST
FEDORA
FEDORA

esri -- arcgis_server

A SQL injection vulnerability exists in some configurations of ArcGIS Server versions
10.8.1 and earlier. Specially crafted web requests can expose information that is not
intended to be disclosed (not customer datasets). Web Services that use file based
2021-06-07
data sources (file Geodatabase or Shape Files or tile cached services) are unaffected
by this issue.

5

CVE-202129099
CONFIRM

2021-06-08

CVE-202122220
4.3 CONFIRM
MISC
MISC

2021-06-04

CVE-202130517
6.8
MISC
MISC

Insufficient policy enforcement in PopupBlocker in Google Chrome prior to
91.0.4472.77 allowed a remote attacker to bypass navigation restrictions via a crafted 2021-06-07
iframe.

CVE-202130533
4.3
MISC
MISC

gitlab -- gitlab

An issue has been discovered in GitLab affecting all versions starting with 13.10.
GitLab was vulnerable to a stored XSS in blob viewer of notebooks.

google -- chrome

Type confusion in V8 in Google Chrome prior to 90.0.4430.212 allowed a remote
attacker to potentially exploit heap corruption via a crafted HTML page.

google -- chrome

Medium Vulnerabilities
Primary
Vendor -- Product

Description

Published

CVSS
Score

Source &
Patch Info

2021-06-07

CVE-202130532
4.3
MISC
MISC

2021-06-07

CVE-202130531
4.3
MISC
MISC

2021-06-04

CVE-202130514
6.8
MISC
MISC

2021-06-04

CVE-202130513
6.8
MISC
MISC

google -- chrome

Out of bounds read in Tab Groups in Google Chrome prior to 90.0.4430.212 allowed
an attacker who convinced a user to install a malicious extension to perform an out of 2021-06-04
bounds memory read via a crafted HTML page.

CVE-202130511
5.8
MISC
MISC

google -- chrome

Use after free in Notifications in Google Chrome prior to 90.0.4430.212 allowed a
remote attacker who had compromised the renderer process to potentially exploit
heap corruption via a crafted HTML page.

2021-06-04

CVE-202130512
6.8
MISC
MISC

google -- chrome

Insufficient policy enforcement in cookies in Google Chrome prior to 91.0.4472.77
allowed a remote attacker to bypass cookie policy via a crafted HTML page.

2021-06-07

CVE-202130537
4.3
MISC
MISC

google -- chrome

Out of bounds read in V8 in Google Chrome prior to 91.0.4472.77 allowed a remote
attacker to potentially exploit stack corruption via a crafted HTML page.

2021-06-07

CVE-202130536
5.8
MISC
MISC

google -- chrome

Insufficient policy enforcement in content security policy in Google Chrome prior to
91.0.4472.77 allowed a remote attacker to bypass content security policy via a
crafted HTML page.

2021-06-07

CVE-202130539
5.8
MISC
MISC

google -- chrome

Use after free in Aura in Google Chrome prior to 90.0.4430.212 allowed a remote
attacker to potentially exploit heap corruption via a crafted HTML page.

2021-06-04

CVE-202130510
6.8
MISC
MISC

google -- chrome

Out of bounds write in Tab Strip in Google Chrome prior to 90.0.4430.212 allowed an
attacker who convinced a user to install a malicious extension to perform an out of 2021-06-04
bounds memory write via a crafted HTML page and a crafted Chrome extension.

CVE-202130509
6.8
MISC
MISC

google -- chrome

Heap buffer overflow in Media Feeds in Google Chrome prior to 90.0.4430.212
allowed an attacker who convinced a user to enable certain features in Chrome to
potentially exploit heap corruption via a crafted HTML page.

CVE-202130508
6.8
MISC
MISC

google -- chrome

Insufficient policy enforcement in Content Security Policy in Google Chrome prior to
91.0.4472.77 allowed a remote attacker to bypass content security policy via a
crafted HTML page.

google -- chrome

Insufficient policy enforcement in Content Security Policy in Google Chrome prior to
91.0.4472.77 allowed a remote attacker to bypass content security policy via a
crafted HTML page.

google -- chrome

Use after free in Autofill in Google Chrome prior to 90.0.4430.212 allowed a remote
attacker who had compromised the renderer process to potentially exploit heap
corruption via a crafted HTML page.

google -- chrome

Type confusion in V8 in Google Chrome prior to 90.0.4430.212 allowed a remote
attacker to potentially exploit heap corruption via a crafted HTML page.

2021-06-04

Medium Vulnerabilities
Primary
Vendor -- Product

Description

Published

CVSS
Score

Source &
Patch Info

google -- chrome

Inappropriate implementation in Offline in Google Chrome on Android prior to
90.0.4430.212 allowed a remote attacker who had compromised the renderer
process to bypass site isolation via a crafted HTML page.

2021-06-04

CVE-202130507
6.8
MISC
MISC

google -- chrome

Incorrect security UI in Web App Installs in Google Chrome on Android prior to
90.0.4430.212 allowed an attacker who convinced a user to install a web application 2021-06-04
to inject scripts or HTML into a privileged page via a crafted HTML page.

CVE-202130506
6.8
MISC
MISC

google -- chrome

Insufficient policy enforcement in iFrameSandbox in Google Chrome prior to
91.0.4472.77 allowed a remote attacker to bypass navigation restrictions via a crafted 2021-06-07
HTML page.

CVE-202130534
4.3
MISC
MISC

google -- chrome

Insufficient policy enforcement in content security policy in Google Chrome prior to
91.0.4472.77 allowed a remote attacker to bypass content security policy via a
crafted HTML page.

2021-06-07

CVE-202130538
4.3
MISC
MISC

google -- chrome

Heap buffer overflow in Reader Mode in Google Chrome prior to 90.0.4430.212
allowed a remote attacker to potentially exploit heap corruption via a crafted HTML
page.

2021-06-04

CVE-202130518
6.8
MISC
MISC

google -- chrome

Use after free in WebUI in Google Chrome prior to 91.0.4472.77 allowed an attacker
who convinced a user to install a malicious extension to potentially exploit heap
2021-06-07
corruption via a crafted HTML page.

CVE-202130527
6.8
MISC
MISC

google -- chrome

Use after free in Payments in Google Chrome prior to 90.0.4430.212 allowed an
attacker who convinced a user to install a malicious payments app to potentially
exploit heap corruption via a crafted HTML page.

2021-06-04

CVE-202130519
6.8
MISC
MISC

google -- chrome

Use after free in Tab Strip in Google Chrome prior to 90.0.4430.212 allowed an
attacker who convinced a user to install a malicious extension to potentially exploit
heap corruption via a crafted HTML page.

2021-06-04

CVE-202130520
6.8
MISC
MISC

google -- chrome

Heap buffer overflow in Autofill in Google Chrome on Android prior to 91.0.4472.77
allowed a remote attacker to perform out of bounds memory access via a crafted
HTML page.

2021-06-07

CVE-202130521
6.8
MISC
MISC

google -- chrome

Use after free in WebAudio in Google Chrome prior to 91.0.4472.77 allowed a remote
2021-06-07
attacker to potentially exploit heap corruption via a crafted HTML page.

CVE-202130522
6.8 MISC
MISC
MISC

google -- chrome

Use after free in WebRTC in Google Chrome prior to 91.0.4472.77 allowed a remote
attacker to potentially exploit heap corruption via a crafted SCTP packet.

2021-06-07

CVE-202130523
6.8
MISC
MISC

google -- chrome

Use after free in TabStrip in Google Chrome prior to 91.0.4472.77 allowed an attacker
who convinced a user to install a malicious extension to potentially exploit heap
2021-06-07
corruption via a crafted HTML page.

CVE-202130524
6.8
MISC
MISC

Medium Vulnerabilities
Primary
Vendor -- Product

Description

Published

CVSS
Score

Source &
Patch Info

2021-06-07

CVE-202130525
6.8
MISC
MISC

2021-06-07

CVE-202130526
6.8
MISC
MISC

google -- chrome

Use after free in WebAuthentication in Google Chrome on Android prior to
91.0.4472.77 allowed a remote attacker who had compromised the renderer process
2021-06-07
of a user who had saved a credit card in their Google account to potentially exploit
heap corruption via a crafted HTML page.

CVE-202130528
6.8
MISC
MISC

google -- chrome

Use after free in File API in Google Chrome prior to 90.0.4430.212 allowed a remote
attacker to potentially exploit heap corruption via a crafted HTML page.

2021-06-04

CVE-202130515
6.8
MISC
MISC

google -- chrome

Use after free in Bookmarks in Google Chrome prior to 91.0.4472.77 allowed an
attacker who convinced a user to install a malicious extension to potentially exploit
heap corruption via a crafted HTML page.

2021-06-07

CVE-202130529
6.8
MISC
MISC

google -- chrome

Double free in ICU in Google Chrome prior to 91.0.4472.77 allowed a remote attacker
2021-06-07
to potentially exploit heap corruption via a crafted HTML page.

CVE-202130535
6.8
MISC
MISC

google -- chrome

Use after free in Tab Strip in Google Chrome prior to 91.0.4472.77 allowed an
attacker who convinced a user to install a malicious extension to potentially exploit
heap corruption via a crafted HTML page.

2021-06-07

CVE-202130542
6.8
MISC
MISC

google -- chrome

Use after free in Tab Strip in Google Chrome prior to 91.0.4472.77 allowed an
attacker who convinced a user to install a malicious extension to potentially exploit
heap corruption via a crafted HTML page.

2021-06-07

CVE-202130543
6.8
MISC
MISC

google -- chrome

Incorrect security UI in payments in Google Chrome on Android prior to 91.0.4472.77
2021-06-07
allowed a remote attacker to perform domain spoofing via a crafted HTML page.

CVE-202130540
4.3
MISC
MISC

google -- chrome

Heap buffer overflow in History in Google Chrome prior to 90.0.4430.212 allowed a
remote attacker who had compromised the renderer process to potentially exploit
heap corruption via a crafted HTML page.

2021-06-04

CVE-202130516
6.8
MISC
MISC

google -- chrome

Out of bounds memory access in WebAudio in Google Chrome prior to 91.0.4472.77
allowed a remote attacker to perform out of bounds memory access via a crafted
2021-06-07
HTML page.

CVE-202130530
6.8
MISC
MISC

IBM DataPower Gateway 10.0.0.0 through 10.0.1.0 and 2018.4.1.0 through
ibm -2018.4.1.14 stores sensitive information in GET request parameters. This may lead to
2021-06-07
datapower_gateway information disclosure if unauthorized parties have access to the URLs via server logs,
referrer header or browser history. IBM X-Force ID: 193033.

CVE-20205008
CONFIRM
XF

google -- chrome

Use after free in TabGroups in Google Chrome prior to 91.0.4472.77 allowed an
attacker who convinced a user to install a malicious extension to potentially exploit
heap corruption via a crafted HTML page.

google -- chrome

Out of bounds write in TabStrip in Google Chrome prior to 91.0.4472.77 allowed an
attacker who convinced a user to install a malicious extension to perform an out of
bounds memory write via a crafted HTML page.

5

Medium Vulnerabilities
Primary
Vendor -- Product

Description

Published

CVSS
Score

Source &
Patch Info

IBM WebSphere Application Server Network Deployment 8.5 and 9.0 could allow a
ibm -remote authenticated attacker to traverse directories. An attacker could send a
websphere_applicati
2021-06-07
specially-crafted URL request containing "dot dot" sequences (/../) to read and delete
on_server_nd
arbitrary files on the system. IBM X-Force ID: 198435.

CVE-202120517
6.5
CONFIRM
XF

inverse -- sogo

SOGo 2.x before 2.4.1 and 3.x through 5.x before 5.1.1 does not validate the
signatures of any SAML assertions it receives. Any actor with network access to the
2021-06-04
deployment could impersonate users when SAML is the authentication method. (Only
versions after 2.0.5a are affected.)

CVE-202133054
MISC
MISC
MISC

jnews -- jnews

The JNews WordPress theme before 8.0.6 did not sanitise the cat_id parameter in the
POST request /?ajax-request=jnews (with action=jnews_build_mega_category_*),
2021-06-07
leading to a Reflected Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) issue.

luca-app -- luca

Luca through 1.7.4 on Android allows remote attackers to obtain sensitive
information about COVID-19 tracking because requests related to Check-In State
occur shortly after requests for Phone Number Registration.

luca-app -- luca

The server in Luca through 1.1.14 allows remote attackers to cause a denial of service
(insertion of many fake records related to COVID-19) because Phone Number data
2021-06-04
lacks a digital signature.

2021-06-04

5

CVE-20214.3 24342
CONFIRM

5

CVE-202133838
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC

5

CVE-202133840
MISC
MISC

5

CVE-202133839
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC

luca-app -- luca

Luca through 1.7.4 on Android allows remote attackers to obtain sensitive
information about COVID-19 tracking because the QR code of a Public Location can
be intentionally confused with the QR code of a Private Meeting.

microsoft -365_apps

Microsoft Office Graphics Remote Code Execution Vulnerability This CVE ID is unique
2021-06-08
from CVE-2021-31940.

CVE-202131941
6.8
MISC
MISC

microsoft -365_apps

Microsoft Office Graphics Remote Code Execution Vulnerability This CVE ID is unique
2021-06-08
from CVE-2021-31941.

CVE-20216.8 31940
MISC

microsoft -3d_viewer

3D Viewer Remote Code Execution Vulnerability This CVE ID is unique from CVE-20212021-06-08
31942.

CVE-20216.8 31943
MISC

microsoft -3d_viewer

3D Viewer Remote Code Execution Vulnerability This CVE ID is unique from CVE-20212021-06-08
31943.

CVE-20216.8 31942
MISC

microsoft -3d_viewer

3D Viewer Information Disclosure Vulnerability

2021-06-08

CVE-20214.3 31944
MISC

microsoft -- edge

Microsoft Edge (Chromium-based) Elevation of Privilege Vulnerability

2021-06-08

CVE-20215.1 33741
MISC

microsoft -kubernetes_tools

Microsoft VsCode Kubernetes Tools Extension Elevation of Privilege Vulnerability

2021-06-08

CVE-20216.8 31938
MISC

2021-06-04

Medium Vulnerabilities
Primary
Vendor -- Product

Description

microsoft -malware_protection_ Microsoft Defender Remote Code Execution Vulnerability
engine

Published

CVSS
Score

Source &
Patch Info

2021-06-08

CVE-20216.8 31985
MISC

Paint 3D Remote Code Execution Vulnerability This CVE ID is unique from CVE-2021microsoft -- paint_3d
2021-06-08
31945, CVE-2021-31983.

CVE-202131946
6.8
MISC
MISC

Paint 3D Remote Code Execution Vulnerability This CVE ID is unique from CVE-2021microsoft -- paint_3d
2021-06-08
31946, CVE-2021-31983.

CVE-202131945
6.8
MISC
MISC

microsoft -Microsoft SharePoint Server Remote Code Execution Vulnerability This CVE ID is
sharepoint_enterpris
unique from CVE-2021-31963, CVE-2021-31966.
e_server

2021-06-08

CVE-20216.5 26420
MISC

microsoft -vp9_video_extension VP9 Video Extensions Remote Code Execution Vulnerability
s

2021-06-08

CVE-20216.8 31967
MISC

microsoft -windows_10

Windows Remote Desktop ServicesÂ Denial of Service Vulnerability

2021-06-08

5

CVE-202131968
MISC

microsoft -windows_10

Server for NFS Denial of Service Vulnerability

2021-06-08

5

CVE-202131974
MISC

microsoft -windows_10

Windows Cloud Files Mini Filter Driver Elevation of Privilege Vulnerability

2021-06-08

CVE-20214.6 31969
MISC

microsoft -windows_10

Windows GPSVC Elevation of Privilege Vulnerability

2021-06-08

CVE-20214.6 31973
MISC

microsoft -windows_10

Windows HTML Platform Security Feature Bypass Vulnerability

2021-06-08

CVE-20216.8 31971
MISC

microsoft -windows_server_200 Windows DCOM Server Security Feature Bypass
8

2021-06-08

CVE-20214.3 26414
MISC

microsoft -Microsoft Enhanced Cryptographic Provider Elevation of Privilege Vulnerability This
windows_server_200
CVE ID is unique from CVE-2021-31199.
8

2021-06-08

CVE-20214.6 31201
MISC

microsoft -windows_server_200 Windows Print Spooler Elevation of Privilege Vulnerability
8

2021-06-08

CVE-20216.8 1675
MISC

openexr -- openexr

An integer overflow leading to a heap-buffer overflow was found in the
DwaCompressor of OpenEXR in versions before 3.0.1. An attacker could use this flaw 2021-06-08
to crash an application compiled with OpenEXR.

CVE-202123215
4.3
FEDORA
MISC

openexr -- openexr

An integer overflow leading to a heap-buffer overflow was found in the
2021-06-08
DwaCompressor of OpenEXR in versions before 3.0.1. An attacker could use this flaw

4.3 CVE-202126260

Medium Vulnerabilities
Primary
Vendor -- Product

Description

Published

CVSS
Score

to crash an application compiled with OpenEXR. This is a different flaw from CVE2021-23215.

Source &
Patch Info
FEDORA
MISC

openexr -- openexr

An integer overflow leading to a heap-buffer overflow was found in OpenEXR in
versions before 3.0.1. An attacker could use this flaw to crash an application compiled 2021-06-08
with OpenEXR.

CVE-20214.3 26945
MISC

openexr -- openexr

A heap-buffer overflow was found in the copyIntoFrameBuffer function of OpenEXR
in versions before 3.0.1. An attacker could use this flaw to execute arbitrary code
2021-06-08
with the permissions of the user running the application compiled against OpenEXR.

CVE-202123169
6.8 FEDORA
MISC
FEDORA
CVE-202036382
MISC
MISC

openvpn -OpenVPN Access Server 2.7.3 to 2.8.7 allows remote attackers to trigger an assert
openvpn_access_serv during the user authentication phase via incorrect authentication token data in an
er
early phase of the user authentication resulting in a denial of service.

2021-06-04

pagelayer -pagelayer

PageLayer before 1.3.5 allows reflected XSS via the font-size parameter.

2021-06-07

CVE-20204.3 36383
MISC

pagelayer -pagelayer

PageLayer before 1.3.5 allows reflected XSS via color settings.

2021-06-07

CVE-20204.3 36384
MISC

qualcomm -apq8009_firmware

Time-of-check time-of-use race condition While processing partition entries due to
newly created buffer was read again from mmc without validation in Snapdragon
Auto, Snapdragon Connectivity, Snapdragon Consumer IOT, Snapdragon Industrial
IOT, Snapdragon Mobile, Snapdragon Voice & Music, Snapdragon Wearables

2021-06-09

CVE-20206.9 11233
CONFIRM

2021-06-09

CVE-20206.9 11250
CONFIRM

Resource leakage issue during dci client registration due to reference count is not
qualcomm -decremented if dci client registration fails in Snapdragon Auto, Snapdragon Compute,
2021-06-09
apq8096au_firmware Snapdragon Consumer IOT, Snapdragon Industrial IOT, Snapdragon Mobile,
Snapdragon Voice & Music, Snapdragon Wearables

CVE-20204.6 11160
CONFIRM

refinedgithub_project -refined-github

2021-06-09

CVE-202134364
4.3
MISC
MISC

2021-06-09

CVE-202133661
4.3
MISC
MISC

2021-06-09

CVE-202133660
4.3
MISC
MISC

2021-06-09

CVE-202133659
4.3
MISC
MISC

Use after free due to race condition when reopening the device driver repeatedly in
qualcomm -Snapdragon Auto, Snapdragon Compute, Snapdragon Connectivity, Snapdragon
apq8009w_firmware Consumer IOT, Snapdragon Industrial IOT, Snapdragon Mobile, Snapdragon Voice &
Music, Snapdragon Wearables, Snapdragon Wired Infrastructure and Networking

The Refined GitHub browser extension before 21.6.8 might allow XSS via a link in a
document. NOTE: github.com sends Content-Security-Policy headers to, in general,
address XSS and other concerns.

SAP 3D Visual Enterprise Viewer, version - 9, allows a user to open manipulated PCX
sap -file received from untrusted sources which results in crashing of the application and
3d_visual_enterprise
becoming temporarily unavailable until the user restarts the application, this is
_viewer
caused due to Improper Input Validation.
SAP 3D Visual Enterprise Viewer, version - 9, allows a user to open manipulated FLI
sap -file received from untrusted sources which results in crashing of the application and
3d_visual_enterprise
becoming temporarily unavailable until the user restarts the application, this is
_viewer
caused due to Improper Input Validation.
SAP 3D Visual Enterprise Viewer, version - 9, allows a user to open manipulated GIF
sap -file received from untrusted sources which results in crashing of the application and
3d_visual_enterprise
becoming temporarily unavailable until the user restarts the application, this is
_viewer
caused due to Improper Input Validation.

5

Medium Vulnerabilities
Primary
Vendor -- Product

Description

SAP 3D Visual Enterprise Viewer, version - 9, allows a user to open manipulated TIF
sap -file received from untrusted sources which results in crashing of the application and
3d_visual_enterprise
becoming temporarily unavailable until the user restarts the application, this is
_viewer
caused due to Improper Input Validation.

Published

CVSS
Score

Source &
Patch Info

2021-06-09

CVE-202127641
4.3
MISC
MISC

SAP 3D Visual Enterprise Viewer, version - 9, allows a user to open manipulated JT file
sap -received from untrusted sources which results in crashing of the application and
3d_visual_enterprise
2021-06-09
becoming temporarily unavailable until the user restarts the application, this is
_viewer
caused due to Improper Input Validation.

CVE-202127638
4.3
MISC
MISC

SAP 3D Visual Enterprise Viewer, version - 9, allows a user to open manipulated JT file
sap -received from untrusted sources which results in crashing of the application and
3d_visual_enterprise
2021-06-09
becoming temporarily unavailable until the user restarts the application, this is
_viewer
caused due to Improper Input Validation.

CVE-202127639
4.3
MISC
MISC

SAP 3D Visual Enterprise Viewer, version - 9, allows a user to open manipulated PSD
sap -file received from untrusted sources which results in crashing of the application and
3d_visual_enterprise
becoming temporarily unavailable until the user restarts the application, this is
_viewer
caused due to Improper Input Validation.

2021-06-09

CVE-202127640
4.3
MISC
MISC

2021-06-09

CVE-202127642
4.3
MISC
MISC

2021-06-09

CVE-202127643
4.3
MISC
MISC

Cross Site Request Forgery (CSRF) in Simple-Log v1.6 allows remote attackers to gain
simple-log_project -privilege and execute arbitrary code via the component "Simple2021-06-07
simple-log
Log/admin/admin.php?act=act_add_member".

CVE-20206.8 18265
MISC

Cross Site Request Forgery (CSRF) in Simple-Log v1.6 allows remote attackers to gain
simple-log_project -privilege and execute arbitrary code via the component "Simple2021-06-07
simple-log
Log/admin/admin.php?act=act_edit_member".

CVE-20206.8 18264
MISC

tracefinanacial -crestbridge

Trace Financial CRESTBridge <6.3.0.02 contains an authenticated SQL injection
vulnerability, which was fixed in 6.3.0.03.

2021-06-10

CVE-202024667
6.5
MISC
MISC

tracefinanacial -crestbridge

Trace Financial CRESTBridge <6.3.0.02 contains an authenticated SQL injection
vulnerability, which was fixed in 6.3.0.03.

2021-06-10

CVE-202024671
6.5
MISC
MISC

2021-06-07

CVE-202122222
CONFIRM
MISC
MISC

SAP 3D Visual Enterprise Viewer, version - 9, allows a user to open manipulated PCX
sap -file received from untrusted sources which results in crashing of the application and
3d_visual_enterprise
becoming temporarily unavailable until the user restarts the application, this is
_viewer
caused due to Improper Input Validation.
SAP 3D Visual Enterprise Viewer, version - 9, allows a user to open manipulated IFF
sap -file received from untrusted sources which results in crashing of the application and
3d_visual_enterprise
becoming temporarily unavailable until the user restarts the application, this is
_viewer
caused due to Improper Input Validation.

wireshark -wireshark

Infinite loop in DVB-S2-BB dissector in Wireshark 3.4.0 to 3.4.5 allows denial of
service via packet injection or crafted capture file

bestwebsoft -visitors_online

The Visitors WordPress plugin through 0.3 is affected by an Unauthenticated Stored
Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) vulnerability. The plugin would display the user's user agent 2021-06-14
string without validation or encoding within the WordPress admin panel.

bloofox -- bloofoxcms

bloofoxCMS 0.5.2.1 is infected with Path traversal in the 'fileurl' parameter that
allows attackers to read local files.

2021-06-16

5

CVE-20214.3 24350
CONFIRM

4

CVE-202035762
MISC

Medium Vulnerabilities
Primary
Vendor -- Product

Description

Published

CVSS
Score

Source &
Patch Info

bloofox -- bloofoxcms

bloofoxCMS 0.5.2.1 is infected with a CSRF Attack that leads to an attacker editing
any file content (Locally/Remotely).

2021-06-16

CVE-20204.3 35759
MISC

google -- android

In FindOrCreatePeer of btif_av.cc, there is a possible use after free due to a race
condition. This could lead to local escalation of privilege with no additional execution
2021-06-11
privileges needed. User interaction is not needed for exploitation.Product:
AndroidVersions: Android-11 Android-9 Android-10Android ID: A-169252501

CVE-20216.9 0476
MISC

google -- android

An improper input validation vulnerability in NPU firmware prior to SMR MAY-2021
Release 1 allows arbitrary memory write and code execution.

2021-06-11

CVE-20214.6 25396
MISC

google -- android

In BinderDiedCallback of MediaCodec.cpp, there is a possible memory corruption due
to a use after free. This could lead to local escalation of privilege with no additional
2021-06-11
execution privileges needed. User interaction is not needed for exploitation.Product:
AndroidVersions: Android-11Android ID: A-173791720

CVE-20216.9 0482
MISC

google -- android

In startIpClient of ClientModeImpl.java, there is a possible identifier which could be
used to track a device. This could lead to remote information disclosure to a proximal
attacker, with no additional execution privileges needed. User interaction is not
2021-06-11
needed for exploitation.Product: AndroidVersions: Android-10Android ID: A154114734

5

CVE-20210466
MISC

google -- android

Improper authorization in SDP SDK prior to SMR JUN-2021 Release 1 allows access to
2021-06-11
internal storage.

5

CVE-202125417
MISC

google -- android

In shouldLockKeyguard of LockTaskController.java, there is a possible way to exit App
Pinning without a PIN due to a permissions bypass. This could lead to local escalation
of privilege with no additional execution privileges needed. User interaction is not
2021-06-11
needed for exploitation.Product: AndroidVersions: Android-11 Android-9 Android10Android ID: A-176801033

CVE-20214.6 0472
MISC

google -- android

Improper sanitization of incoming intent in Samsung Contacts prior to SMR JUN-2021
Release 1 allows local attackers to copy or overwrite arbitrary files with Samsung
2021-06-11
Contacts privilege.

CVE-20214.6 25414
MISC

google -- android

A possible out of bounds write vulnerability in NPU driver prior to SMR JUN-2021
Release 1 allows arbitrary memory write.

2021-06-11

CVE-202125407
4.6
MISC
MISC

google -- android

A possible buffer overflow vulnerability in NPU driver prior to SMR JUN-2021 Release
2021-06-11
1 allows arbitrary memory write and code execution.

CVE-20214.6 25408
MISC

google -- android

A use after free vulnerability via race condition in MFC charger driver prior to SMR
MAY-2021 Release 1 allows arbitrary write given a radio privilege is compromised.

2021-06-11

CVE-20214.4 25394
MISC

google -- android

A race condition in MFC charger driver prior to SMR MAY-2021 Release 1 allows local
2021-06-11
attackers to bypass signature check given a radio privilege is compromised.

CVE-20214.4 25395
MISC

google -- android

In createPendingIntent of SnoozeHelper.java, there is a possible broadcast intent
containing a sensitive identifier. This could lead to local information disclosure with
no additional execution privileges needed. User interaction is needed for
2021-06-11
exploitation.Product: AndroidVersions: Android-10 Android-11 Android-8.1 Android9Android ID: A-174493336

CVE-20214.3 0480
MISC

Medium Vulnerabilities
Primary
Vendor -- Product

Description

Published

CVSS
Score

Source &
Patch Info

2021-06-15

CVE-202130551
6.8
MISC
MISC

2021-06-15

CVE-202130552
6.8
MISC
MISC

google -- chrome

Use after free in Network service in Google Chrome prior to 91.0.4472.101 allowed a
2021-06-15
remote attacker to potentially exploit heap corruption via a crafted HTML page.

CVE-202130553
6.8
MISC
MISC

google -- chrome

Use after free in Spell check in Google Chrome prior to 91.0.4472.101 allowed an
attacker who convinced a user to install a malicious extension to potentially exploit
heap corruption via a crafted HTML page.

2021-06-15

CVE-202130549
6.8
MISC
MISC

google -- chrome

Use after free in Loader in Google Chrome prior to 91.0.4472.101 allowed a remote
attacker to potentially exploit heap corruption via a crafted HTML page.

2021-06-15

CVE-202130548
6.8
MISC
MISC

google -- chrome

Out of bounds write in ANGLE in Google Chrome prior to 91.0.4472.101 allowed a
remote attacker to potentially perform out of bounds memory access via a crafted
HTML page.

2021-06-15

CVE-202130547
6.8
MISC
MISC

kohsei-works -yes\/no_chart

The Yes/No Chart WordPress plugin before 1.0.12 did not sanitise its sid shortcode
parameter before using it in a SQL statement, allowing medium privilege users
(contributor+) to perform Blind SQL Injection attacks

2021-06-14

4

CVE-202124360
CONFIRM

phpcms -- phpcms

Directory Traversal vulnerability in phpCMS 9.1.13 via the q parameter to
public_get_suggest_keyword.

2021-06-16

5

CVE-202022200
MISC

5

CVE-202124359
MISC
CONFIRM

google -- chrome

Type confusion in V8 in Google Chrome prior to 91.0.4472.101 allowed a remote
attacker to potentially exploit heap corruption via a crafted HTML page.

google -- chrome

Use after free in Extensions in Google Chrome prior to 91.0.4472.101 allowed an
attacker who convinced a user to install a malicious extension to potentially exploit
heap corruption via a crafted HTML page.

The Plus Addons for Elementor Page Builder WordPress plugin before 4.1.11 did not
properly check that a user requesting a password reset was the legitimate user,
posimyth -allowing an attacker to send an arbitrary reset password email to a registered user on
the_plus_addons_for
2021-06-14
behalf of the WordPress site. Such issue could be chained with an open redirect (CVE_elementor
2021-24358) in version below 4.1.10, to include a crafted password reset link in the
email, which would lead to an account takeover.
posimyth -The Plus Addons for Elementor Page Builder WordPress plugin before 4.1.10 did not
the_plus_addons_for validate a redirect parameter on a specifically crafted URL before redirecting the user 2021-06-14
_elementor
to it, leading to an Open Redirect issue.

CVE-202124358
5.8
MISC
CONFIRM

samsung -Improper authentication vulnerability in Tizen bluetooth-frwk prior to Firmware
galaxy_watch_active update JUN-2021 Release allows bluetooth attacker to take over the user's bluetooth 2021-06-11
_2_firmware
device without user awareness.

CVE-20215.8 25424
MISC

samsung -- health

Improper check vulnerability in Samsung Health prior to version 6.17 allows attacker
2021-06-11
to read internal cache data via exported component.

samsung -- internet

Improper component protection vulnerability in Samsung Internet prior to version
14.0.1.62 allows untrusted applications to execute arbitrary activity in specific
condition.

2021-06-11

5

CVE-202125425
MISC

CVE-20214.4 25418
MISC

Medium Vulnerabilities
Primary
Vendor -- Product
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Published

CVSS
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A CWE-787: Out-of-bounds write vulnerability exists inIGSS Definition (Def.exe)
schneider-electric -V15.0.0.21140 and prior that could result in loss of data or remote code execution
interactive_graphical
due to lack of proper validation of user-supplied data, when a malicious CGF file is
_scada_system
imported to IGSS Definition.

2021-06-11

CVE-20216.8 22754
MISC

A CWE-787: Out-of-bounds write vulnerability exists inIGSS Definition (Def.exe)
schneider-electric -V15.0.0.21041 and prior that could result in loss of data or remote code execution
interactive_graphical
due to missing length checks, when a malicious CGF file is imported to IGSS
_scada_system
Definition.

2021-06-11

CVE-20216.8 22750
MISC

A CWE-787: Out-of-bounds write vulnerability exists inIGSS Definition (Def.exe)
schneider-electric -V15.0.0.21140 and prior that could result in disclosure of information or execution of
interactive_graphical
2021-06-11
arbitrary code due to lack of input validation, when a malicious CGF (Configuration
_scada_system
Group File) file is imported to IGSS Definition.

CVE-20216.8 22751
MISC

A CWE-787: Out-of-bounds write vulnerability exists inIGSS Definition (Def.exe)
schneider-electric -V15.0.0.21140 and prior that could result in loss of data or remote code execution
interactive_graphical
2021-06-11
due to missing size checks, when a malicious WSP (Workspace) file is being parsed by
_scada_system
IGSS Definition.

CVE-20216.8 22752
MISC

A CWE-125: Out-of-bounds read vulnerability exists inIGSS Definition (Def.exe)
schneider-electric -V15.0.0.21140 and prior that could result in loss of data or remote code execution
interactive_graphical
due to missing length checks, when a malicious WSP file is being parsed by IGSS
_scada_system
Definition.

2021-06-11

CVE-20216.8 22753
MISC

A CWE-125: Out-of-bounds read vulnerability exists inIGSS Definition (Def.exe)
schneider-electric -V15.0.0.21140 and prior that could result in disclosure of information or remote code
interactive_graphical
2021-06-11
execution due to lack of sanity checks on user-supplied input data, when a malicious
_scada_system
CGF file is imported to IGSS Definition.

CVE-20216.8 22757
MISC

A CWE-787: Out-of-bounds write vulnerability exists inIGSS Definition (Def.exe)
schneider-electric -V15.0.0.21140 and prior that could result in disclosure of information or remote code
interactive_graphical
2021-06-11
execution due to lack of sanity checks on user-supplied data, when a malicious CGF
_scada_system
file is imported to IGSS Definition.

CVE-20216.8 22755
MISC

A CWE-125: Out-of-bounds read vulnerability exists inIGSS Definition (Def.exe)
schneider-electric -V15.0.0.21140 and prior that could result in disclosure of information or remote code
interactive_graphical
2021-06-11
execution due to lack of user-supplied data validation, when a malicious CGF file is
_scada_system
imported to IGSS Definition.

CVE-20216.8 22756
MISC

A CWE-824: Access of uninitialized pointer vulnerability exists inIGSS Definition
schneider-electric -(Def.exe) V15.0.0.21140 and prior that could result in loss of data or remote code
interactive_graphical
execution due to lack validation of user-supplied input data, when a malicious CGF
_scada_system
file is imported to IGSS Definition.

2021-06-11

CVE-20216.8 22758
MISC

A CWE-763: Release of invalid pointer or reference vulnerability exists inIGSS
schneider-electric -Definition (Def.exe) V15.0.0.21140 and prior that could result in loss of data or
interactive_graphical
remote code execution due to missing checks of user-supplied input data, when a
_scada_system
malicious CGF file is imported to IGSS Definition.

2021-06-11

CVE-20216.8 22760
MISC

A CWE-119: Improper Restriction of Operations within the Bounds of a Memory
schneider-electric -- Buffer vulnerability exists inIGSS Definition (Def.exe) V15.0.0.21140 and prior that
interactive_graphical could result in disclosure of information or remote code e+F15xecution due to
_scada_system
missing length check on user supplied data, when a malicious CGF file is imported to
IGSS Definition.

2021-06-11

CVE-20216.8 22761
MISC

schneider-electric -- A CWE-22: Improper Limitation of a Pathname to a Restricted Directory vulnerability
interactive_graphical exists inIGSS Definition (Def.exe) V15.0.0.21140 and prior that could result in remote 2021-06-11
_scada_system
code execution, when a malicious CGF or WSP file is being parsed by IGSS Definition.

CVE-20216.8 22762
MISC

Medium Vulnerabilities
Primary
Vendor -- Product

Description

A CWE-416: Use after free vulnerability exists inIGSS Definition (Def.exe)
schneider-electric -V15.0.0.21140 and prior that could result in loss of data or remote code execution
interactive_graphical
due to use of unchecked input data, when a malicious CGF file is imported to IGSS
_scada_system
Definition.

Published

2021-06-11

CVSS
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Source &
Patch Info

CVE-20216.8 22759
MISC

5none -- nonecms

Information Disclosure in NoneCMS v1.3 allows remote attackers to obtain sensitive
2021-06-22
information via the component "/nonecms/vendor".

5

CVE-202018647
MISC

5none -- nonecms

Information Disclosure in NoneCMS v1.3 allows remote attackers to obtain sensitive
2021-06-22
information via the component "/public/index.php".

5

CVE-202018646
MISC

Accellion Kiteworks before 7.3.1 allows a user with Admin privileges to escalate their
accellion -- kiteworks
2021-06-23
privileges by generating SSH passwords that allow local access.

CVE-202131585
4.6
CONFIRM
MISC

Accellion Kiteworks before 7.4.0 allows an authenticated user to perform SQL
accellion -- kiteworks
Injection via LDAPGroup Search.

2021-06-23

CVE-202131586
6.5
MISC
CONFIRM

advantech -webaccess\/scada

Advantech WebAccess/SCADA Versions 9.0.1 and prior is vulnerable to a directory
traversal, which may allow an attacker to remotely read arbitrary files on the file
system.

2021-06-18

CVE-20216.8 32954
MISC

advantech -webaccess\/scada

Advantech WebAccess/SCADA Versions 9.0.1 and prior is vulnerable to redirection,
which may allow an attacker to send a maliciously crafted URL that could result in
redirecting a user to a malicious webpage.

2021-06-18

CVE-20215.8 32956
MISC

akaunting -akaunting

Akaunting <= 2.0.9 is vulnerable to CSV injection in the Item name field, export
function. Attackers can inject arbitrary code into the name parameter and perform
code execution when the crafted file is opened.

2021-06-21

CVE-20206.8 22390
MISC

The Jetpack Carousel module of the JetPack WordPress plugin before 9.8 allows users
to create a "carousel" type image gallery and allows users to comment on the images.
automattic -- jetpack
2021-06-21
A security vulnerability was found within the Jetpack Carousel module by
nguyenhg_vcs that allowed the comments of non-published page/posts to be leaked.

CVE-202124374
CONFIRM
MISC

5

autoptimize -autoptimize

The Autoptimize WordPress plugin before 2.7.8 attempts to remove potential
malicious files from the extracted archive uploaded via the 'Import Settings' feature,
however this is not sufficient to protect against RCE as a race condition can be
2021-06-21
achieved in between the moment the file is extracted on the disk but not yet
removed. It is a bypass of CVE-2020-24948.

CVE-20216.8 24377
CONFIRM

bosch -b426_firmware

This vulnerability could allow an attacker to hijack a session while a user is logged in
the configuration web page. This vulnerability was discovered by a security
researcher in B426 and found during internal product tests in B426-CN/B429-CN, and 2021-06-18
B426-M and has been fixed already starting from version 3.08 on, which was released
on June 2019.

CVE-20216.8 23845
CONFIRM

bosch -b426_firmware

When using http protocol, the user password is transmitted as a clear text parameter
for which it is possible to be obtained by an attacker through a MITM attack. This will
2021-06-18
be fixed starting from Firmware version 3.11.5, which will be released on the 30th of
June, 2021.

CVE-20214.3 23846
CONFIRM

cleo -- lexicom

An issue was discovered in Cleo LexiCom 5.5.0.0. The requirement for the sender of
an AS2 message to identify themselves (via encryption and signing of the message)
can be bypassed by changing the Content-Type of the message to text/plain.

2021-06-18

5

CVE-202133577
MISC
MISC

Medium Vulnerabilities
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Cross-site scripting vulnerability in Welcart e-Commerce versions prior to 2.2.4 allows
2021-06-22
remote attackers to inject arbitrary script or HTML via unspecified vectors.

CVE-202120734
4.3
MISC
MISC

A Regular Expression Denial of Service (ReDOS) vulnerability was discovered in Colorcolor-string_project String version 1.5.5 and below which occurs when the application is provided and
2021-06-21
- color-string
checks a crafted invalid HWB string.

5

CVE-202129060
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC

5

CVE-202121257
MISC
CONFIRM

collne -- welcart

Contiki-NG is an open-source, cross-platform operating system for internet of things
devices. The RPL-Classic and RPL-Lite implementations in the Contiki-NG operating
system versions prior to 4.6 do not validate the address pointer in the RPL source
routing header This makes it possible for an attacker to cause out-of-bounds writes
with packets injected into the network stack. Specifically, the problem lies in the
contiki-ng -- contiki- rpl_ext_header_srh_update function in the two rpl-ext-header.c modules for RPL2021-06-18
ng
Classic and RPL-Lite respectively. The addr_ptr variable is calculated using an
unvalidated CMPR field value from the source routing header. An out-of-bounds
write can be triggered on line 151 in os/net/routing/rpl-lite/rpl-ext-header.c and line
261 in os/net/routing/rpl-classic/rpl-ext-header.c, which contain the following
memcpy call with addr_ptr as destination. The problem has been patched in ContikiNG 4.6. Users can apply a patch out-of-band as a workaround.
Contiki-NG is an open-source, cross-platform operating system for Next-Generation
IoT devices. An out-of-bounds read can be triggered by 6LoWPAN packets sent to
devices running Contiki-NG 4.6 and prior. The IPv6 header decompression function
contiki-ng -- contiki- (<code>uncompress_hdr_iphc</code>) does not perform proper boundary checks
2021-06-18
ng
when reading from the packet buffer. Hence, it is possible to construct a compressed
6LoWPAN packet that will read more bytes than what is available from the packet
buffer. As of time of publication, there is not a release with a patch available. Users
can apply the patch for this vulnerability out-of-band as a workaround.

CVE-202121410
6.4
CONFIRM
MISC

Cross-site scripting vulnerability in EC-CUBE Category contents plugin (for EC-CUBE
ec-cube -3.0 series) versions prior to version 1.0.1 allows a remote attacker to inject an
business_form_outp
2021-06-22
arbitrary script by leading an administrator or a user to a specially crafted page and to
ut
perform a specific operation.

CVE-202120744
4.3
MISC
MISC

ec-cube -Cross-site scripting vulnerability in EC-CUBE Business form output plugin (for EC-CUBE
business_form_outp 3.0 series) versions prior to version 1.0.1 allows a remote attacker to inject an
2021-06-22
ut
arbitrary script via unspecified vector.

CVE-202120742
4.3
MISC
MISC

Cross-site scripting vulnerability in EC-CUBE Email newsletters management plugin
ec-cube -(for EC-CUBE 3.0 series) versions prior to version 1.0.4 allows a remote attacker to
email_newsletters_m
2021-06-22
inject an arbitrary script by leading a user to a specially crafted page and to perform a
anagement
specific operation.

CVE-202120743
4.3
MISC
MISC

The Quiz And Survey Master â€“ Best Quiz, Exam and Survey Plugin WordPress plugin
expresstech -before 7.1.18 did not sanitise or escape its result_id parameter when displaying an
quiz_and_survey_ma
2021-06-20
existing quiz result page, leading to a reflected Cross-Site Scripting issue. This could
ster
allow for privilege escalation by inducing a logged in admin to open a malicious link

CVE-20214.3 24368
CONFIRM

get-simple -getsimplecms

CVE-202018658
4.3 MISC
MISC
MISC

Cross Site Scriptiong (XSS) vulnerability in GetSimpleCMS <=3.3.15 via the timezone
parameter to settings.php.

2021-06-23

Medium Vulnerabilities
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get-simple -getsimplecms

Cross Site Scripting vulnerability in GetSimpleCMS <=3.3.15 via the (1) sitename, (2)
username, and (3) email parameters to /admin/setup.php

2021-06-23

CVE-202018659
4.3 MISC
MISC
MISC

getastra -wp_hardening

The WP Hardening â€“ Fix Your WordPress Security WordPress plugin before 1.2.2
did not sanitise or escape the $_SERVER['REQUEST_URI'] before outputting it in an
attribute, leading to a reflected Cross-Site Scripting issue.

2021-06-21

CVE-20214.3 24372
CONFIRM

getastra -wp_hardening

The WP Hardening â€“ Fix Your WordPress Security WordPress plugin before 1.2.2
did not sanitise or escape the historyvalue GET parameter before outputting it in a
Javascript block, leading to a reflected Cross-Site Scripting issue.

2021-06-21

CVE-20214.3 24373
CONFIRM

gitpod -- gitpod

Gitpod before 0.6.0 allows unvalidated redirects.

2021-06-22

CVE-202135206
MISC
MISC
MISC
5.8
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC

google -- android

In archiveStoredConversation of MmsService.java, there is a possible way to archive
message conversation without user consent due to a missing permission check. This
could lead to local escalation of privilege with no additional execution privileges
needed. User interaction is not needed for exploitation.Product: AndroidVersions:
Android-11Android ID: A-180419673

2021-06-22

CVE-20214.6 0539
MISC

google -- android

In dropFile of WiFiInstaller, there is a way to delete files accessible to CertInstaller
due to a confused deputy. This could lead to local escalation of privilege with no
additional execution privileges needed. User interaction is not needed for
exploitation.Product: AndroidVersions: Android-11Android ID: A-176756691

2021-06-22

CVE-20214.6 0536
MISC

google -- android

In wpas_ctrl_msg_queue_timeout of ctrl_iface_unix.c, there is a possible memory
corruption due to a use after free. This could lead to local escalation of privilege with
2021-06-22
System execution privileges needed. User interaction is not needed for
exploitation.Product: AndroidVersions: Android-11Android ID: A-168314741

CVE-20214.6 0535
MISC

google -- android

In halWrapperDataCallback of hal_wrapper.cc, there is a possible out of bounds write
due to a missing bounds check. This could lead to local escalation of privilege with
2021-06-22
System execution privileges needed. User interaction is not needed for
exploitation.Product: AndroidVersions: Android-11Android ID: A-169328517

CVE-20214.6 0540
MISC

google -- android

In RenderStruct of protostream_objectsource.cc, there is a possible crash due to a
missing null check. This could lead to remote denial of service with no additional
2021-06-22
execution privileges needed. User interaction is not needed for exploitation.Product:
AndroidVersions: Android-11Android ID: A-179161711

5

CVE-20210555
MISC

google -- android

In ConnectionHandler::SdpCb of connection_handler.cc, there is a possible out of
bounds read due to a use after free. This could lead to remote information disclosure
with no additional execution privileges needed. User interaction is not needed for
2021-06-21
exploitation.Product: AndroidVersions: Android-11 Android-9 Android-10Android ID:
A-174182139

5

CVE-20210522
MISC

google -- android

In ActivityPicker.java, there is a possible bypass of user interaction in intent
resolution due to a tapjacking/overlay attack. This could lead to local escalation of
privilege with User execution privileges needed. User interaction is needed for

2021-06-21

CVE-20216.9 0506
MISC

Medium Vulnerabilities
Primary
Vendor -- Product
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CVSS
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exploitation.Product: AndroidVersions: Android-10 Android-11 Android-8.1 Android9Android ID: A-181962311

google -- android

In permission declarations of DeviceAdminReceiver.java, there is a possible lack of
broadcast protection due to an insecure default value. This could lead to local
escalation of privilege with no additional execution privileges needed. User
interaction is not needed for exploitation.Product: AndroidVersions: Android11Android ID: A-170639543

2021-06-22

CVE-20214.6 0534
MISC

google -- android

In memory management driver, there is a possible memory corruption due to a use
after free. This could lead to local escalation of privilege with no additional execution
2021-06-21
privileges needed. User interaction is not needed for exploitation.Product:
AndroidVersions: Android SoCAndroid ID: A-185195272

CVE-20214.6 0531
MISC

google -- android

In memory management driver, there is a possible out of bounds write due to
uninitialized data. This could lead to local escalation of privilege with no additional
2021-06-21
execution privileges needed. User interaction is not needed for exploitation.Product:
AndroidVersions: Android SoCAndroid ID: A-185196175

CVE-20214.6 0530
MISC

google -- android

In memory management driver, there is a possible memory corruption due to
improper locking. This could lead to local escalation of privilege with no additional
2021-06-21
execution privileges needed. User interaction is not needed for exploitation.Product:
AndroidVersions: Android SoCAndroid ID: A-185195268

CVE-20214.6 0529
MISC

google -- android

In memory management driver, there is a possible memory corruption due to a
double free. This could lead to local escalation of privilege with no additional
2021-06-21
execution privileges needed. User interaction is not needed for exploitation.Product:
AndroidVersions: Android SoCAndroid ID: A-185195266

CVE-20214.6 0528
MISC

google -- android

In memory management driver, there is a possible memory corruption due to a use
after free. This could lead to local escalation of privilege with no additional execution
2021-06-21
privileges needed. User interaction is not needed for exploitation.Product:
AndroidVersions: Android SoCAndroid ID: A-185193931

CVE-20214.6 0527
MISC

google -- android

In phNxpNciHal_process_ext_rsp of phNxpNciHal_ext.cc, there is a possible out of
bounds write due to an integer overflow. This could lead to local escalation of
2021-06-22
privilege with System execution privileges needed. User interaction is not needed for
exploitation.Product: AndroidVersions: Android-11Android ID: A-169258743

CVE-20214.6 0543
MISC

google -- android

In memory management driver, there is a possible out of bounds write due to
uninitialized data. This could lead to local escalation of privilege with no additional
2021-06-21
execution privileges needed. User interaction is not needed for exploitation.Product:
AndroidVersions: Android SoCAndroid ID: A-185195264

CVE-20214.6 0526
MISC

google -- android

In memory management driver, there is a possible out of bounds write due to a use
after free. This could lead to local escalation of privilege with no additional execution
2021-06-21
privileges needed. User interaction is not needed for exploitation.Product:
AndroidVersions: Android SoCAndroid ID: A-185193929

CVE-20214.6 0525
MISC

google -- android

In deleteNotificationChannel and related functions of
NotificationManagerService.java, there is a possible permission bypass due to
improper state validation. This could lead to local escalation of privilege via hidden
2021-06-21
services with no additional execution privileges needed. User interaction is not
needed for exploitation.Product: AndroidVersions: Android-9 Android-10 Android-11
Android-8.1Android ID: A-156090809

CVE-20214.6 0513
MISC

google -- android

In __hidinput_change_resolution_multipliers of hid-input.c, there is a possible out of
bounds write due to a heap buffer overflow. This could lead to local escalation of
privilege with no additional execution privileges needed. User interaction is not
2021-06-21
needed for exploitation.Product: AndroidVersions: Android kernelAndroid ID: A173843328References: Upstream kernel

CVE-20214.6 0512
MISC
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google -- android

In Dex2oat of dex2oat.cc, there is a possible way to inject bytecode into an app due
to improper input validation. This could lead to local escalation of privilege with no
additional execution privileges needed. User interaction is not needed for
2021-06-21
exploitation.Product: AndroidVersions: Android-9 Android-10 Android-11Android ID:
A-178055795

CVE-20214.6 0511
MISC

google -- android

In pfkey_dump of af_key.c, there is a possible out-of-bounds read due to a missing
bounds check. This could lead to local information disclosure in the kernel with
System execution privileges needed. User interaction is not needed for
exploitation.Product: AndroidVersions: Android kernelAndroid ID: A-110373476

CVE-20214.9 0605
MISC

google -- android

In updateCapabilities of ConnectivityService.java, there is a possible incorrect
network state determination due to a logic error in the code. This could lead to
biasing of networking tasks to occur on non-VPN networks, which could lead to
2021-06-21
remote information disclosure, with no additional execution privileges needed. User
interaction is not needed for exploitation.Product: AndroidVersions: Android11Android ID: A-179053823

google -- android

In sendBugreportNotification of BugreportProgressService.java, there is a possible
permission bypass due to an unsafe PendingIntent. This could lead to local escalation
2021-06-22
of privilege with User execution privileges needed. User interaction is not needed for
exploitation.Product: AndroidVersions: Android-11Android ID: A-178803845

CVE-20214.6 0570
MISC

google -- android

In phNxpNciHal_print_res_status of phNxpNciHal.cc, there is a possible out of bounds
write due to a missing bounds check. This could lead to local escalation of privilege
2021-06-22
with System execution privileges needed. User interaction is not needed for
exploitation.Product: AndroidVersions: Android-11Android ID: A-169257710

CVE-20214.6 0544
MISC

google -- android

In onCreate of WifiScanModeActivity.java, there is a possible way to enable Wi-Fi
scanning without user consent due to a tapjacking/overlay attack. This could lead to
local escalation of privilege with User execution privileges needed. User interaction is 2021-06-21
needed for exploitation.Product: AndroidVersions: Android-10 Android-11Android ID:
A-174047492

CVE-20214.4 0523
MISC

google -- android

In bind of MediaControlPanel.java, there is a possible way to lock up the system UI
using a malicious media file due to improper input validation. This could lead to
remote denial of service with no additional execution privileges needed. User
2021-06-22
interaction is needed for exploitation.Product: AndroidVersions: Android-11Android
ID: A-180518039

CVE-20214.3 0551
MISC

google -- android

In setRange of ABuffer.cpp, there is a possible out of bounds write due to an integer
overflow. This could lead to remote code execution with no additional execution
privileges needed. User interaction is needed for exploitation.Product:
AndroidVersions: Android-11Android ID: A-179046129

2021-06-22

CVE-20216.8 0557
MISC

google -- android

In fillMainDataBuf of pvmp3_framedecoder.cpp, there is a possible out of bounds
read due to a heap buffer overflow. This could lead to remote information disclosure
2021-06-22
with no additional execution privileges needed. User interaction is needed for
exploitation.Product: AndroidVersions: Android-11Android ID: A-173473906

CVE-20214.3 0558
MISC

google -- android

In Lag_max of p_ol_wgh.cpp, there is a possible out of bounds read due to a missing
bounds check. This could lead to remote information disclosure with no additional
2021-06-22
execution privileges needed. User interaction is needed for exploitation.Product:
AndroidVersions: Android-11Android ID: A-172312730

CVE-20214.3 0559
MISC

google -- android

In wrapUserThread of AudioStream.cpp, there is a possible use after free due to a
race condition. This could lead to local escalation of privilege with no additional
2021-06-22
execution privileges needed. User interaction is not needed for exploitation.Product:
AndroidVersions: Android-11Android ID: A-174801970

CVE-20214.4 0565
MISC

2021-06-22

5

CVE-20210517
MISC
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google -- android

In decrypt of CryptoPlugin.cpp, there is a possible use-after-free due to a race
condition. This could lead to local escalation of privilege with System execution
privileges needed. User interaction is not needed for exploitation.Product:
AndroidVersions: Android-11Android ID: A-176495665

2021-06-22

CVE-20214.4 0564
MISC

google -- android

In onBindViewHolder of AppSwitchPreference.java, there is a possible bypass of
device admin setttings due to unclear UI. This could lead to local escalation of
privilege with User execution privileges needed. User interaction is needed for
exploitation.Product: AndroidVersions: Android-11Android ID: A-169936038

2021-06-22

CVE-20214.4 0553
MISC

google -- android

In onCreate of EmergencyCallbackModeExitDialog.java, there is a possible exit of
emergency callback mode due to a tapjacking/overlay attack. This could lead to local
escalation of privilege with User execution privileges needed. User interaction is
2021-06-22
needed for exploitation.Product: AndroidVersions: Android-11Android ID: A178821491

CVE-20214.4 0538
MISC

google -- android

In onCreate of WiFiInstaller.java, there is a possible way to install a malicious Hotspot
2.0 configuration due to a tapjacking/overlay attack. This could lead to local
escalation of privilege with User execution privileges needed. User interaction is
2021-06-22
needed for exploitation.Product: AndroidVersions: Android-11Android ID: A176756141

CVE-20214.4 0537
MISC

google -- android

In memory management driver, there is a possible memory corruption due to a race
condition. This could lead to local escalation of privilege with no additional execution
2021-06-21
privileges needed. User interaction is not needed for exploitation.Product:
AndroidVersions: Android SoCAndroid ID: A-185193932

CVE-20214.4 0533
MISC

google -- android

In memory management driver, there is a possible memory corruption due to a race
condition. This could lead to local escalation of privilege with no additional execution
2021-06-21
privileges needed. User interaction is not needed for exploitation.Product:
AndroidVersions: Android SoCAndroid ID: A-185196177

CVE-20214.4 0532
MISC

google -- android

In several functions of MemoryFileSystem.cpp and related files, there is a possible
use after free due to a race condition. This could lead to local escalation of privilege
with no additional execution privileges needed. User interaction is not needed for
exploitation.Product: AndroidVersions: Android-11 Android-10Android ID: A176237595

2021-06-21

CVE-20214.4 0520
MISC

google -- android

In phNxpNciHal_print_res_status of phNxpNciHal.cc, there is a possible out of bounds
write due to a missing bounds check. This could lead to local escalation of privilege in
the NFC server with System execution privileges needed. User interaction is not
2021-06-22
needed for exploitation.Product: AndroidVersions: Android-11Android ID: A169258884

CVE-20214.6 0545
MISC

google -- android

In various functions of CryptoPlugin.cpp, there is a possible use after free due to a
race condition. This could lead to local escalation of privilege with no additional
execution privileges needed. User interaction is not needed for exploitation.Product: 2021-06-21
AndroidVersions: Android-9 Android-10 Android-11 Android-8.1Android ID: A176444161

CVE-20214.4 0509
MISC

google -- android

In handleAppLaunch of AppLaunchActivity.java, there is a possible arbitrary activity
launch due to a confused deputy. This could lead to local escalation of privilege with
no additional execution privileges needed. User interaction is not needed for
exploitation.Product: AndroidVersions: Android kernelAndroid ID: A-174870704

2021-06-22

CVE-20214.6 0608
MISC

google -- android

In iaxxx_calc_i2s_div of iaxxx-codec.c, there is a possible hardware port write with
user controlled data due to a missing bounds check. This could lead to local escalation
of privilege with no additional execution privileges needed. User interaction is not
2021-06-22
needed for exploitation.Product: AndroidVersions: Android kernelAndroid ID: A180950209

CVE-20214.6 0607
MISC
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google -- android

In drm_syncobj_handle_to_fd of drm_syncobj.c, there is a possible use after free due
to incorrect refcounting. This could lead to local escalation of privilege with System
2021-06-22
execution privileges needed. User interaction is not needed for exploitation.Product:
AndroidVersions: Android kernelAndroid ID: A-168034487

CVE-20214.6 0606
MISC

google -- android

In ActivityTaskManagerService.startActivity() and AppTaskImpl.startActivity() of
ActivityTaskManagerService.java and AppTaskImpl.java, there is possible access to
restricted activities due to a permissions bypass. This could lead to local escalation of
2021-06-22
privilege with no additional execution privileges needed. User interaction is not
needed for exploitation.Product: AndroidVersions: Android-11Android ID: A137395936

CVE-20214.6 0571
MISC

google -- android

In decrypt_1_2 of CryptoPlugin.cpp, there is a possible out of bounds write due to an
integer overflow. This could lead to local escalation of privilege with no additional
execution privileges needed. User interaction is not needed for exploitation.Product: 2021-06-21
AndroidVersions: Android-9 Android-10 Android-11 Android-8.1Android ID: A176444622

CVE-20214.6 0510
MISC

google -- android

In onReceive of DevicePolicyManagerService.java, there is a possible enabling of
disabled profiles due to a missing permission check. This could lead to local escalation
of privilege with no additional execution privileges needed. User interaction is not
2021-06-22
needed for exploitation.Product: AndroidVersions: Android-11Android ID: A170121238

CVE-20214.6 0568
MISC

google -- android

In isRestricted of RemoteViews.java, there is a possible way to inject font files due to
a permissions bypass. This could lead to local escalation of privilege with no
2021-06-22
additional execution privileges needed. User interaction is not needed for
exploitation.Product: AndroidVersions: Android-11Android ID: A-179461812

CVE-20214.6 0567
MISC

google -- android

In onLoadFailed of AnnotateActivity.java, there is a possible way to gain
WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE permissions without user consent due to a confused
deputy. This could lead to local escalation of privilege with no additional execution
privileges needed. User interaction is not needed for exploitation.Product:
AndroidVersions: Android-11Android ID: A-179688673

2021-06-22

CVE-20214.6 0550
MISC

google -- android

In rw_i93_send_to_lower of rw_i93.cc, there is a possible out of bounds write due to
a missing bounds check. This could lead to local escalation of privilege with no
2021-06-22
additional execution privileges needed. User interaction is not needed for
exploitation.Product: AndroidVersions: Android-11Android ID: A-157650357

CVE-20214.6 0548
MISC

google -- android

In onReceive of NetInitiatedActivity.java, there is a possible way to supply an
attacker-controlled value to a GPS HAL handler due to a missing permission check.
This could lead to local escalation of privilege that may result in undefined behavior
in some HAL implementations with no additional execution privileges needed. User
interaction is not needed for exploitation.Product: AndroidVersions: Android11Android ID: A-174151048

2021-06-22

CVE-20214.6 0547
MISC

google -- android

In phNxpNciHal_print_res_status of phNxpNciHal.cc, there is a possible out of bounds
write due to a missing bounds check. This could lead to local escalation of privilege
2021-06-22
with System execution privileges needed. User interaction is not needed for
exploitation.Product: AndroidVersions: Android-11Android ID: A-169258733

CVE-20214.6 0546
MISC

google -- android

In various functions of DrmPlugin.cpp, there is a possible use after free due to a race
condition. This could lead to local escalation of privilege with no additional execution
privileges needed. User interaction is not needed for exploitation.Product:
2021-06-21
AndroidVersions: Android-8.1 Android-9 Android-10 Android-11Android ID: A176444154

CVE-20216.9 0508
MISC

greenbone -Greenbone Security Assistant (GSA) before 8.0.2 and Greenbone OS (GOS) before
greenbone_security_
5.0.10 allow XSS during 404 URL handling in gsad.
assistant

2021-06-21

CVE-20194.3 25047
MISC
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MISC
MISC

hisiphp -- hisiphp

Cross Site Scripting (XSS) vulnerability in HisiPHP 2.0.8 via the group name in
addgroup.html.

2021-06-21

CVE-20204.3 21130
MISC

icehrm -- icehrm

A cross site request forgery (CSRF) vulnerability was discovered in Ice Hrm 29.0.0.OS
2021-06-22
which allows attackers to create new admin accounts or change users' passwords.

CVE-20216.8 34244
MISC

icehrm -- icehrm

A session fixation vulnerability was discovered in Ice Hrm 29.0.0 OS which allows an
attacker to hijack a valid user session via a crafted session cookie.

2021-06-22

CVE-20215.8 35046
MISC

icehrm -- icehrm

Cross site scripting (XSS) vulnerability in Ice Hrm 29.0.0.OS, allows attackers to
execute arbitrary code via the parameters to the /app/ endpoint.

2021-06-22

CVE-20214.3 35045
MISC

increments -qiita_markdown

Increments Qiita::Markdown before 0.34.0 allows XSS via a crafted gist link, a
different vulnerability than CVE-2021-28796.

2021-06-21

CVE-202128833
4.3
MISC
MISC

is-svg_project -- issvg

A vulnerability was discovered in IS-SVG version 4.3.1 and below where a Regular
Expression Denial of Service (ReDOS) occurs if the application is provided and checks 2021-06-21
a crafted invalid SVG string.

5

CVE-202129059
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC

joomla -- joomla\!

Joomla! Core is prone to a session fixation vulnerability. An attacker may leverage this
issue to hijack an arbitrary session and gain access to sensitive information, which
2021-06-21
may help in launching further attacks. Joomla! Core versions 1.5.x ranging from 1.5.0
and up to and including 1.5.15 are vulnerable.

5

CVE-20101434
MISC
MISC

joomla -- joomla\!

Joomla! Core is prone to an information disclosure vulnerability. Attackers can exploit
this issue to obtain sensitive information that may help in launching further attacks.
2021-06-21
Joomla! Core versions 1.5.x ranging from 1.5.0 and up to and including 1.5.15 are
vulnerable.

5

CVE-20101432
MISC
MISC

juqingcms -juqingcms

Cross Site Request Forgery (CSRF) in JuQingCMS v1.0 allows remote attackers to gain
local privileges via the component
2021-06-22
"JuQingCMS_v1.0/admin/index.php?c=administrator&a=add".

CVE-20206.8 18648
MISC

mcusystem -mcusystem

The login page in the MCUsystem does not filter with special characters, which allows
remote attackers can inject JavaScript without privilege and thus perform reflected 2021-06-18
XSS attacks.

CVE-20214.3 32536
MISC

Cross Site Scripting (XSS) vulnerability in MetInfo 7.0.0 via the gourl parameter in
login.php.

2021-06-21

CVE-202021517
4.3 MISC
MISC
MISC

2021-06-18

CVE-202133824
MISC
MISC
MISC

metinfo -- metinfo

An issue was discovered on MOXA Mgate MB3180 Version 2.1 Build 18113012.
moxa -Attackers can use slowhttptest tool to send incomplete HTTP request, which could
mgate_mb3180_firm
make server keep waiting for the packet to finish the connection, until its resource
ware
exhausted. Then the web server is denial-of-service.

5

Medium Vulnerabilities
Primary
Vendor -- Product

Description

moxa -An issue was discovered on MOXA Mgate MB3180 Version 2.1 Build 18113012.
mgate_mb3180_firm Attacker could send a huge amount of TCP SYN packet to make web service's
ware
resource exhausted. Then the web server is denial-of-service.

Published

2021-06-18

CVSS
Score

5

Source &
Patch Info
CVE-202133823
MISC
MISC

mozilla -- firefox

Firefox for Android would become unstable and hard-to-recover when a website
opened too many popups. *This bug only affects Firefox for Android. Other operating 2021-06-24
systems are unaffected.*. This vulnerability affects Firefox < 89.

CVE-202129962
4.3
MISC
MISC

mozilla -- firefox

When drawing text onto a canvas with WebRender disabled, an out of bounds read
could occur. *This bug only affects Firefox on Windows. Other operating systems are 2021-06-24
unaffected.*. This vulnerability affects Firefox < 89.0.1.

CVE-202129968
5.8
MISC
MISC

mozilla -- firefox

Mozilla developers reported memory safety bugs present in Firefox 88. Some of these
bugs showed evidence of memory corruption and we presume that with enough
2021-06-24
effort some of these could have been exploited to run arbitrary code. This
vulnerability affects Firefox < 89.

CVE-202129966
6.8
MISC
MISC

mozilla -- firefox

When Web Render components were destructed, a race condition could have caused
undefined behavior, and we presume that with enough effort may have been
2021-06-24
exploitable to run arbitrary code. This vulnerability affects Firefox < 88.0.1 and Firefox
for Android < 88.1.3.

CVE-202129952
5.1
MISC
MISC

mozilla -- firefox

Mozilla developers and community members reported memory safety bugs present
in Firefox 87. Some of these bugs showed evidence of memory corruption and we
presume that with enough effort some of these could have been exploited to run
arbitrary code. This vulnerability affects Firefox < 88.

2021-06-24

CVE-202129947
6.8
MISC
MISC

mozilla -- firefox

Ports that were written as an integer overflow above the bounds of a 16-bit integer
could have bypassed port blocking restrictions when used in the Alt-Svc header. This 2021-06-24
vulnerability affects Firefox ESR < 78.10, Thunderbird < 78.10, and Firefox < 88.

CVE-202129946
MISC
6.8
MISC
MISC
MISC

mozilla -- firefox

When a download was initiated, the client did not check whether it was in normal or
private browsing mode, which led to private mode cookies being shared in normal
2021-06-24
browsing mode. This vulnerability affects Firefox for iOS < 34.

CVE-202129958
4.3
MISC
MISC

mozilla -- firefox

Mozilla developers reported memory safety bugs present in Firefox 88 and Firefox
ESR 78.11. Some of these bugs showed evidence of memory corruption and we
presume that with enough effort some of these could have been exploited to run
2021-06-24
arbitrary code. This vulnerability affects Thunderbird < 78.11, Firefox < 89, and Firefox
ESR < 78.11.

CVE-202129967
MISC
6.8
MISC
MISC
MISC

Thunderbird unprotects a secret OpenPGP key prior to using it for a decryption,
mozilla -- thunderbird signing or key import task. If the task runs into a failure, the secret key may remain in 2021-06-24
memory in its unprotected state. This vulnerability affects Thunderbird < 78.8.1.

5

CVE-202129950
MISC
MISC

5

CVE-202129063
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC

mpmath -- mpmath

A Regular Expression Denial of Service (ReDOS) vulnerability was discovered in
Mpmath v1.0.0 when the mpmathify function is called.

2021-06-21

Medium Vulnerabilities
Primary
Vendor -- Product

Description

Published

CVSS
Score

Source &
Patch Info

Bootloader contains a vulnerability in NVIDIA MB2 where a potential heap overflow
nvidia -- jetson_linux might allow an attacker to control all the RAM after the heap block, leading to denial 2021-06-21
of service or code execution.

CVE-20214.6 34388
CONFIRM

It was found in FreeBSD 8.0, 6.3 and 4.9, and OpenBSD 4.6 that a null pointer
2021-06-22
dereference in ftpd/popen.c may lead to remote denial of service of the ftpd service.

CVE-20104816
MISC
MISC
MISC

openbsd -- openbsd

5

CVE-20103300
4.3
MISC
MISC

owasp -It was found that all OWASP ESAPI for Java up to version 2.0 RC2 are vulnerable to
enterprise_security_
padding oracle attacks.
api_for_java

2021-06-22

phpgurukul -PHPGurukul Hospital Management System in PHP v4.0 has a SQL injection
hospital_managemen vulnerability in \hms\check_availability.php. Remote unauthenticated users can
t_system_in_php
exploit the vulnerability to obtain database sensitive information.

2021-06-22

5

CVE-202022164
MISC

phpgurukul -PHPGurukul Hospital Management System in PHP v4.0 has a SQL injection
hospital_managemen vulnerability in \hms\forgot-password.php. Remote unauthenticated users can
t_system_in_php
exploit the vulnerability to obtain database sensitive information.

2021-06-22

5

CVE-202022166
MISC

phpgurukul -PHPGurukul Hospital Management System in PHP v4.0 has a SQL injection
hospital_managemen vulnerability in \hms\user-login.php. Remote unauthenticated users can exploit the
t_system_in_php
vulnerability to obtain database sensitive information.

2021-06-22

5

CVE-202022165
MISC

phpgurukul -PHPGurukul Hospital Management System in PHP v4.0 has a SQL injection
hospital_managemen vulnerability in \hms\edit-profile.php. Remote unauthenticated users can exploit the 2021-06-22
t_system_in_php
vulnerability to obtain database sensitive information.

5

CVE-202022173
MISC

PHPGurukul Hospital Management System in PHP v4.0 has a SQL injection
phpgurukul -vulnerability in \hms\admin\betweendates-detailsreports.php. Remote
hospital_managemen
unauthenticated users can exploit the vulnerability to obtain database sensitive
t_system_in_php
information.

2021-06-22

5

CVE-202022175
MISC

phpgurukul -PHPGurukul Hospital Management System in PHP v4.0 has a SQL injection
hospital_managemen vulnerability in \hms\book-appointment.php. Remote unauthenticated users can
t_system_in_php
exploit the vulnerability to obtain database sensitive information.

2021-06-22

5

CVE-202022174
MISC

phpgurukul -PHPGurukul Hospital Management System in PHP v4.0 has a sensitive information
hospital_managemen disclosure vulnerability in multiple areas. Remote unauthenticated users can exploit
t_system_in_php
the vulnerability to obtain user sensitive information.

2021-06-22

5

CVE-202022176
MISC

phpgurukul -PHPGurukul Hospital Management System in PHP v4.0 has a SQL injection
hospital_managemen vulnerability in \hms\get_doctor.php. Remote unauthenticated users can exploit the 2021-06-22
t_system_in_php
vulnerability to obtain database sensitive information.

5

CVE-202022172
MISC

phpgurukul -PHPGurukul Hospital Management System in PHP v4.0 has a SQL injection
hospital_managemen vulnerability in \hms\registration.php. Remote unauthenticated users can exploit the 2021-06-22
t_system_in_php
vulnerability to obtain database sensitive information.

5

CVE-202022171
MISC

phpgurukul -PHPGurukul Hospital Management System in PHP v4.0 has a SQL injection
hospital_managemen vulnerability in \hms\appointment-history.php. Remote unauthenticated users can
t_system_in_php
exploit the vulnerability to obtain database sensitive information.

5

CVE-202022169
MISC

5

CVE-202022168
MISC
MISC

2021-06-22

phpgurukul -PHPGurukul Hospital Management System in PHP v4.0 has a SQL injection
hospital_managemen vulnerability in \hms\change-emaild.php. Remote unauthenticated users can exploit 2021-06-22
t_system_in_php
the vulnerability to obtain database sensitive information.

Medium Vulnerabilities
Primary
Vendor -- Product

Description

Published

phpgurukul -PHPGurukul Hospital Management System in PHP v4.0 has a SQL injection
hospital_managemen vulnerability in \hms\get_doctor.php. Remote unauthenticated users can exploit the 2021-06-22
t_system_in_php
vulnerability to obtain database sensitive information.

CVSS
Score

5

Source &
Patch Info
CVE-202022170
MISC

phpipam -- phpipam

phpIPAM 1.4.3 allows Reflected XSS via app/dashboard/widgets/ipcalc-result.php and
2021-06-23
app/tools/ip-calculator/result.php of the IP calculator.

CVE-20214.3 35438
MISC

powerarchiver -powerarchiver

The XML parser used in ConeXware PowerArchiver before 20.10.02 allows processing
of external entities, which might lead to exfiltration of local files over the network (via 2021-06-21
an XXE attack).

CVE-202128684
4.3
MISC
MISC

prototypejs -prototype

An issue was discovered in the stripTags and unescapeHTML components in
Prototype 1.7.3 version 1.6 and below where an attacker can cause a Regular
Expression Denial of Service (ReDOS) through stripping crafted HTML tags.

riot-os -- riot

RIOT-OS 2021.01 before commit 85da504d2dc30188b89f44c3276fc5a25b31251f
contains a buffer overflow which could allow attackers to obtain sensitive
information.

riot-os -- riot

RIOT-OS 2021.01 before commit 609c9ada34da5546cffb632a98b7ba157c112658
2021-06-18
contains a buffer overflow that could allow attackers to obtain sensitive information.

riot-os -- riot

RIOT-OS 2021.01 before commit 07f1254d8537497552e7dce80364aaead9266bbe
contains a buffer overflow which could allow attackers to obtain sensitive
information.

riot-os -- riot

RIOT-OS 2021.01 before commit bc59d60be60dfc0a05def57d74985371e4f22d79
contains a buffer overflow which could allow attackers to obtain sensitive
information.

riot-os -- riot

RIOT-OS 2021.01 before commit 44741ff99f7a71df45420635b238b9c22093647a
contains a buffer overflow which could allow attackers to obtain sensitive
information.

serenityos -serenityos

serenityos -serenityos

5

CVE-202027511
MISC
MISC
MISC

5

CVE-202131660
MISC
CONFIRM

5

CVE-202131661
MISC
CONFIRM

5

CVE-202131662
CONFIRM
MISC

5

CVE-202131663
MISC
MISC
CONFIRM

2021-06-18

5

CVE-202131664
MISC
CONFIRM

SerenityOS contains a buffer overflow in the set_range test in TestBitmap which
could allow attackers to obtain sensitive information.

2021-06-18

5

CVE-202133185
CONFIRM

SerenityOS in test-crypto.cpp contains a stack buffer overflow which could allow
attackers to obtain sensitive information.

2021-06-18

5

CVE-202133186
CONFIRM

2021-06-18

5

CVE-202133822
MISC
MISC
MISC

sonatype -Sonatype Nexus Repository Manager 3.x before 3.31.0 allows a remote authenticated
nexus_repository_ma attacker to get a list of blob files and read the content of a blob file (via a GET
2021-06-18
nager
request) without having been granted access.

4

CVE-202134553
CONFIRM

An issue was discovered on 4GEE ROUTER HH70VB Version HH70_E1_02.00_22.
sing4g -Attackers can use slowhttptest tool to send incomplete HTTP request, which could
4gee_router_hh70vb
make server keep waiting for the packet to finish the connection, until its resource
_firmware
exhausted. Then the web server is denial-of-service.

2021-06-21

2021-06-18

2021-06-18

2021-06-18

Medium Vulnerabilities
Primary
Vendor -- Product

Description

Published

Source &
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5

CVE-202132696
MISC
MISC
CONFIRM
MISC

2021-06-18

5

CVE-202134812
CONFIRM

synology -download_station

Server-Side Request Forgery (SSRF) vulnerability in task management component in
Synology Download Station before 3.8.16-3566 allows remote authenticated users to 2021-06-18
access intranet resources via unspecified vectors.

4

CVE-202134811
CONFIRM

synology -download_station

Improper privilege management vulnerability in cgi component in Synology Download
Station before 3.8.16-3566 allows remote authenticated users to execute arbitrary
2021-06-18
code via unspecified vectors.

CVE-20216.5 34810
CONFIRM

synology -download_station

Improper neutralization of special elements used in a command ('Command
Injection') vulnerability in task management component in Synology Download
Station before 3.8.16-3566 allows remote authenticated users to execute arbitrary
code via unspecified vectors.

CVE-20216.5 34809
CONFIRM

synology -media_server

Server-Side Request Forgery (SSRF) vulnerability in cgi component in Synology Media
Server before 1.8.3-2881 allows remote attackers to access intranet resources via
2021-06-18
unspecified vectors.

theologeek -manuskript

** DISPUTED ** Manuskript through 0.12.0 allows remote attackers to execute
arbitrary code via a crafted settings.pickle file in a project file, because there is
insecure deserialization via the pickle.load() function in settings.py. NOTE: the
2021-06-21
vendor's position is that the product is not intended for opening an untrusted project
file.

CVE-202135196
6.8
MISC
MISC

tielabs -- jannah

The Jannah WordPress theme before 5.4.4 did not properly sanitize the options JSON
parameter in its tie_get_user_weather AJAX action before outputting it back in the 2021-06-21
page, leading to a Reflected Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) vulnerability.

CVE-20214.3 24364
CONFIRM

typesettercms -typesetter

Cross Site Scriptiong vulnerability in Typesetter 5.1 via the !1) className and !2)
Description fields in index.php/Admin/Classes,

2021-06-21

CVE-202019511
4.3
MISC
MISC

2021-06-18

5

CVE-202133820
MISC
MISC
MISC

5

CVE-202133818
MISC
MISC
MISC

striptags_project -striptags

The npm package "striptags" is an implementation of PHP's strip_tags in Typescript.
In striptags before version 3.2.0, a type-confusion vulnerability can cause `striptags`
to concatenate unsanitized strings when an array-like object is passed in as the `html`
2021-06-18
parameter. This can be abused by an attacker who can control the shape of their
input, e.g. if query parameters are passed directly into the function. This can lead to a
XSS.

CVSS
Score

Use of hard-coded credentials vulnerability in php component in Synology Calendar
synology -- calendar before 2.4.0-0761 allows remote attackers to obtain sensitive information via
unspecified vectors.

ui -An issue was discovered in UniFi Protect G3 FLEX Camera Version
camera_g3_flex_firm UVC.v4.30.0.67.Attacker could send a huge amount of TCP SYN packet to make web
ware
service's resource exhausted. Then the web server is denial-of-service.

An issue was discovered in UniFi Protect G3 FLEX Camera Version UVC.v4.30.0.67.
ui -Attackers can use slowhttptest tool to send incomplete HTTP request, which could
camera_g3_flex_firm
make server keep waiting for the packet to finish the connection, until its resource
ware
exhausted. Then the web server is denial-of-service.

vanillaforums -vanilla_forums

2021-06-18

2021-06-18

It was found in vanilla forums before 2.0.10 a cross-site scripting vulnerability where
2021-06-22
a filename could contain arbitrary code to execute on the client side.

5

CVE-202134808
CONFIRM

CVE-20104264
4.3
MISC
MISC

Medium Vulnerabilities
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Vendor -- Product
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CVSS
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2021-06-22

CVE-20105.8 4266
MISC

A Regular Expression Denial of Service (ReDOS) vulnerability was discovered in
vfsjfilechooser2_proj
Vfsjfilechooser2 version 0.2.9 and below which occurs when the application attempts 2021-06-21
ect -- vfsjfilechooser2
to validate crafted URIs.

CVE-202129061
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC

vanillaforums -vanilla_forums

vmware -- tools

It was found in vanilla forums before 2.0.10 a potential linkbait vulnerability in
dispatcher.

VMware Tools for Windows (11.x.y prior to 11.3.0) contains a denial-of-service
vulnerability in the VM3DMP driver. A malicious actor with local user privileges in the
Windows guest operating system, where VMware Tools is installed, can trigger a
2021-06-18
PANIC in the VM3DMP driver leading to a denial-of-service condition in the Windows
guest operating system.

white_shark_systems White Shark System (WSS) 1.3.2 has a SQL injection vulnerability. The vulnerability
_project -stems from the log_edit.php files failing to filter the csa_to_user parameter, remote 2021-06-21
white_shark_systems attackers can exploit the vulnerability to obtain database sensitive information.

5

CVE-20214.9 21997
MISC

5

CVE-202020469
MISC

white_shark_systems
White Shark System (WSS) 1.3.2 is vulnerable to sensitive information disclosure via
_project -2021-06-21
default_task_add.php, remote attackers can exploit the vulnerability to create a task.
white_shark_systems

CVE-20206.4 20467
MISC

white_shark_systems
White Shark System (WSS) 1.3.2 is vulnerable to CSRF. Attackers can use the
_project -user_edit_password.php file to modify the user password.
white_shark_systems

2021-06-21

CVE-20204.3 20468
MISC

white_shark_systems
_project -White Shark System (WSS) 1.3.2 has web site physical path leakage vulnerability.
white_shark_systems

2021-06-21

5

CVE-202020470
MISC

white_shark_systems White Shark System (WSS) 1.3.2 has a sensitive information disclosure vulnerability.
_project -The if_get_addbook.php file does not have an authentication operation. Remote
white_shark_systems attackers can obtain username information for all users of the current site.

2021-06-21

5

CVE-202020472
MISC

White Shark System (WSS) 1.3.2 has a SQL injection vulnerability. The vulnerability
white_shark_systems
stems from the default_task_edituser.php files failing to filter the csa_to_user
_project -parameter. Remote attackers can exploit the vulnerability to obtain database
white_shark_systems
sensitive information.

2021-06-21

5

CVE-202020474
MISC

White Shark System (WSS) 1.3.2 has a SQL injection vulnerability. The vulnerability
white_shark_systems
stems from the control_task.php, control_project.php, default_user.php files failing
_project -to filter the sort parameter. Remote attackers can exploit the vulnerability to obtain
white_shark_systems
database sensitive information.

2021-06-21

5

CVE-202020473
MISC

wuzhicms -wuzhicms

Cross Site Scripting (XSS) in Wuzhi CMS v4.1.0 allows remote attackers to execute
arbitrary code via the "Title" parameter in the component
"/coreframe/app/guestbook/myissue.php".

2021-06-22

CVE-20204.3 18654
MISC

zettlr -- zettlr

No filtering of cross-site scripting (XSS) payloads in the markdown-editor in Zettlr
1.8.7 allows attackers to perform remote code execution via a crafted file.

2021-06-18

CVE-202126835
4.3
MISC
MISC

zziplib_project -zziplib

Infinite Loop in zziplib v0.13.69 allows remote attackers to cause a denial of service
via the return value "zzip_file_read" in the function "unzzip_cat_file".

2021-06-18

CVE-20204.3 18442
MISC

Medium Vulnerabilities
Primary
Vendor -- Product

Description

After Effects versions 18.0 (and earlier) are affected by an out-of-bounds read
vulnerability that could lead to disclosure of sensitive memory. An attacker could
adobe -- after_effects
leverage this vulnerability to bypass mitigations such as ASLR. Exploitation of this
issue requires user interaction in that a victim must open a malicious file.

Published

CVSS
Score

Source &
Patch Info

2021-06-28

CVE-20214.3 28587
MISC

adobe -- animate

Adobe Animate version 21.0.5 (and earlier) is affected by an Out-of-bounds Read
vulnerability when parsing a specially crafted file. An unauthenticated attacker could
leverage this vulnerability to disclose sensitive information in the context of the
2021-06-28
current user. Exploitation of this issue requires user interaction in that a victim must
open a malicious file.

CVE-20214.3 28573
MISC

adobe -- connect

Adobe Connect version 11.2.1 (and earlier) is affected by an Improper access control
vulnerability that can lead to the elevation of privileges. An attacker with 'Learner'
2021-06-28
permissions can leverage this scenario to access the list of event participants.

AEM's Cloud Service offering, as well as versions 6.5.7.0 (and below), 6.4.8.3 (and
adobe -below) and 6.3.3.8 (and below) are affected by an Improper Access Control
experience_manager vulnerability. An unauthenticated attacker could leverage this vulnerability to cause
an application denial-of-service in the context of the current user.

2021-06-28

AEM's Cloud Service offering, as well as versions 6.5.7.0 (and below), 6.4.8.3 (and
below) and 6.3.3.8 (and below) are affected by a stored Cross-Site Scripting (XSS)
adobe -vulnerability that could be abused by an attacker to inject malicious scripts into
experience_manager
vulnerable form fields. Malicious JavaScript may be executed in a victim’s browser
when they browse to the page containing the vulnerable field.

2021-06-28

4

CVE-202128579
MISC

5

CVE-202121083
MISC

CVE-20214.3 21084
MISC

apache -traffic_server

Improper Input Validation vulnerability in HTTP/2 of Apache Traffic Server allows an
attacker to DOS the server. This issue affects Apache Traffic Server 7.0.0 to 7.1.12,
8.0.0 to 8.1.1, 9.0.0 to 9.0.1.

2021-06-30

5

CVE-202132567
MISC

apache -traffic_server

Improper Input Validation vulnerability in HTTP/2 of Apache Traffic Server allows an
attacker to DOS the server. This issue affects Apache Traffic Server 7.0.0 to 7.1.12,
8.0.0 to 8.1.1, 9.0.0 to 9.0.1.

2021-06-30

5

CVE-202132566
MISC

The Auth0 Next.js SDK is a library for implementing user authentication in Next.js
applications. Versions before and including `1.4.1` are vulnerable to reflected XSS. An
attacker can execute arbitrary code by providing an XSS payload in the `error` query
parameter which is then processed by the callback handler as an error message. You
auth0 -- nextjs-auth0
2021-06-25
are affected by this vulnerability if you are using `@auth0/nextjs-auth0` version
`1.4.1` or lower **unless** you are using custom error handling that does not return
the error message in an HTML response. Upgrade to version `1.4.1` to resolve. The fix
adds basic HTML escaping to the error message and it should not impact your users.

CVE-202132702
4.3 MISC
CONFIRM
MISC

autodesk -advance_steel

A maliciously crafted DWG file can be forced to read beyond allocated boundaries
when parsing the DWG file. This vulnerability can be exploited to execute arbitrary
code.

2021-06-25

CVE-20216.8 27040
MISC

autodesk -advance_steel

A maliciously crafted DWG file can be used to write beyond the allocated buffer while
2021-06-25
parsing DWG files. This vulnerability can be exploited to execute arbitrary code.

CVE-20216.8 27041
MISC

autodesk -advance_steel

A maliciously crafted DWG file can be used to write beyond the allocated buffer while
parsing DWG files. The vulnerability exists because the application fails to handle a
2021-06-25
crafted DWG file, which causes an unhandled exception. An attacker can leverage this
vulnerability to execute arbitrary code.

CVE-20216.8 27042
MISC

autodesk -advance_steel

An Arbitrary Address Write issue in the Autodesk DWG application can allow a
malicious user to leverage the application to write in unexpected paths. In order to
exploit this the attacker would need the victim to enable full page heap in the
application.

CVE-20214.3 27043
MISC

2021-06-25

Medium Vulnerabilities
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An arbitrary code execution vulnerability was discovered in Avaya Aura Device
avaya -Services that may potentially allow a local user to execute specially crafted scripts.
aura_device_services
Affects 7.0 through 8.1.4.0 versions of Avaya Aura Device Services.

Published

CVSS
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2021-06-25

CVE-20214.6 25654
MISC

cisco -- dna_center

A vulnerability in the Cisco Identity Services Engine (ISE) integration feature of the
Cisco DNA Center Software could allow an unauthenticated, remote attacker to gain
unauthorized access to sensitive data. The vulnerability is due to an incomplete
validation of the X.509 certificate used when establishing a connection between DNA
2021-06-29
Center and an ISE server. An attacker could exploit this vulnerability by supplying a
crafted certificate and could then intercept communications between the ISE and
DNA Center. A successful exploit could allow the attacker to view and alter sensitive
information that the ISE maintains about clients that are connected to the network.

CVE-20215.8 1134
CISCO

crmeb -- crmeb

SQL Injection vulnerability in Zhong Bang Technology Co., Ltd CRMEB mall system
V2.60 and V3.1 via the tablename parameter in SystemDatabackup.php.

2021-06-29

CVE-20206.5 21394
MISC

dovecot -- dovecot

The Sieve engine in Dovecot before 2.3.15 allows Uncontrolled Resource
Consumption, as demonstrated by a situation with a complex regular expression for
the regex extension.

2021-06-28

CVE-202028200
MISC
CONFIRM

dovecot -- dovecot

The submission service in Dovecot before 2.3.15 allows STARTTLS command injection
2021-06-28
in lib-smtp. Sensitive information can be redirected to an attacker-controlled address.

CVE-202133515
5.8
MISC
CONFIRM

enhancesoft -osticket

Cross Site Scripting vulnerability in Enhancesoft osTicket before v1.12.6 via the
queue-name parameter to include/ajax.search.php.

2021-06-28

CVE-20204.3 22608
CONFIRM

enhancesoft -osticket

Cross Site Scripting (XSS) vulnerability in Enhancesoft osTicket before v1.12.6 via the
2021-06-28
queue-name parameter in include/class.queue.php.

CVE-20204.3 22609
CONFIRM

fidelissecurity -deception

User credentials stored in a recoverable format within Fidelis Network and Deception
CommandPost. In the event that an attacker gains access to the CommandPost, these
values could be decoded and used to login to the application. The vulnerability is
2021-06-25
present in Fidelis Network and Deception versions prior to 9.3.3. This vulnerability
has been addressed in version 9.3.3 and subsequent versions.

fidelissecurity -deception

Vulnerability in Fidelis Network and Deception CommandPost enables authenticated
command injection through the web interface. The vulnerability could allow a
specially crafted HTTP request to execute system commands on the CommandPost
2021-06-25
and return results in an HTTP response in an authenticated session. The vulnerability
is present in Fidelis Network and Deception versions prior to 9.3.7 and in version 9.4.
Patches and updates are available to address this vulnerability.

CVE-20216.5 35049
CONFIRM

google -- bindiff

An attacker can craft a specific IdaPro *.i64 file that will cause the BinDiff plugin to
load an invalid memory offset. This can allow the attacker to control the instruction
pointer and execute arbitrary code. It is recommended to upgrade BinDiff 7

CVE-20214.6 22545
MISC

huawei -ecns280_firmware

There is an XXE injection vulnerability in eCNS280 V100R005C00 and V100R005C10. A
module does not perform the strict operation to the input XML message. Attacker
2021-06-29
can send specific message to exploit this vulnerability, leading to the module denial of
service.

huawei -- emui

There is an Information Disclosure Vulnerability in Huawei Smartphone. Successful
exploitation of this vulnerability may cause out-of-bounds read.

2021-06-29

2021-06-30

4

5

5

CVE-202135050
CONFIRM

CVE-202122338
MISC

CVE-20216.4 22354
MISC

Medium Vulnerabilities
Primary
Vendor -- Product

Description

Published

There is a memory leak vulnerability in Huawei products. A resource management
weakness exists in a module. Attackers with high privilege can exploit this
vulnerability by performing some operations. This can lead to memory leak. Affected
product versions include:IPS Module
huawei -V500R005C00SPC100,V500R005C00SPC200;NGFW Module
ips_module_firmwar V500R005C00SPC100,V500R005C00SPC200;NIP6300
2021-06-29
e
V500R005C00SPC100,V500R005C10SPC200;NIP6600
V500R005C00SPC100,V500R005C00SPC200;Secospace USG6300
V500R005C00SPC100,V500R005C00SPC200;Secospace USG6500
V500R005C00SPC100,V500R005C10SPC200;Secospace USG6600
V500R005C00SPC100,V500R005C00SPC200.

CVSS
Score

4

Source &
Patch Info

CVE-202122341
MISC

IBM Business Automation Workflow 19.0.03 and 20.0 and IBM Cloud Pak for
ibm -Automation 20.0.3-IF002 and 21.0.1 are vulnerable to cross-site scripting. This
business_automation vulnerability allows users to embed arbitrary JavaScript code in the Web UI thus
2021-06-28
_workflow
altering the intended functionality potentially leading to credentials disclosure within
a trusted session. IBM X-Force ID: 203029.

CVE-202129775
4.3 CONFIRM
CONFIRM
XF

IBM Guardium Data Encryption (GDE) 4.0.0.4 could allow a remote attacker to obtain
ibm -sensitive information when a detailed technical error message is returned in the
guardium_data_encr
2021-06-28
browser. This information could be used in further attacks against the system. IBM Xyption
Force ID: 196212.

CVE-202120413
XF
CONFIRM

ibm -planning_analytics

IBM Planning Analytics 2.0 could be vulnerable to cross-site request forgery (CSRF)
which could allow an attacker to execute malicious and unauthorized actions
transmitted from a user that the website trusts. IBM X-Force ID: 198241.

ibm -IBM Security Identity Manager Adapters 6.0 and 7.0 are vulnerable to a heap-based
security_identity_ma buffer overflow, caused by improper bounds checking. A remote authenticated
nager_adapter
attacker could overflow the and cause the server to crash. IBM X-Force ID: 199249.

ibm -IBM Security Identity Manager Adapters 6.0 and 7.0 are vulnerable to a stack-based
security_identity_ma buffer overflow, caused by improper bounds checking. A remote authenticated
nager_adapter
attacker could overflow the and cause the server to crash. IBM X-Force ID: 199247.

ibm -IBM Security Identity Manager Adapters 6.0 and 7.0 are vulnerable to a heap based
security_identity_ma buffer overflow, caused by improper bounds. An authenticared user could overflow
nager_adapter
the buffer and cause the service to crash. IBM X-Force ID: 197882.

IBM Security Verify (IBM Security Verify Privilege Vault 10.9.66) could disclose
ibm -- security_verify sensitive information through an HTTP GET request by a privileged user due to
improper input validation.. IBM X-Force ID: 199396.

5

2021-06-29

CVE-202120580
4.3
CONFIRM
XF

2021-06-28

4

CVE-202120573
CONFIRM
XF

4

CVE-202120572
CONFIRM
XF

4

CVE-202120494
CONFIRM
XF

4

CVE-202120583
XF
CONFIRM

2021-06-28

2021-06-28

2021-06-25

IBM Security Verify (IBM Security Verify Privilege Vault 10.9.66) is vulnerable to link
injection. By persuading a victim to click on a specially-crafted URL link, a remote
ibm -- security_verify
2021-06-25
attacker could exploit this vulnerability to conduct various attacks against the
vulnerable system, including cross-site scripting, cache poisoning or session hijacking

CVE-202129676
5.8
XF
CONFIRM

ibm -IBM Security Sevret Server (IBM Security Verify Privilege Manager 10.8.2 ) could allow
security_verify_privil a local user to execute code due to improper integrity checks. IBM X-Force ID:
2021-06-25
ege_manager
184919.

CVE-20204610
4.6
XF
CONFIRM

ibm -security_verify_privil IBM Security Sevret Server (IBM Security Verify Privilege Manager 10.8.2) is
vulnerable to a buffer overflow, caused by improper bounds checking. A local
ege_manager

4.6 CVE-20204609

2021-06-25

Medium Vulnerabilities
Primary
Vendor -- Product

Description

Published

CVSS
Score

attacker could overflow a buffer and execute arbitrary code on the system or cause
the system to crash. IBM X-Force ID: 184917.

Source &
Patch Info
XF
CONFIRM

imagemagick -imagemagick

ImageMagick 7.0.11-14 has a memory leak in AcquireSemaphoreMemory in
semaphore.c and AcquireMagickMemory in memory.c.

infoblox -- nios

Infoblox NIOS before 8.5.2 allows entity expansion during an XML upload operation, a
2021-06-28
related issue to CVE-2003-1564.

ipfire -- ipfire

Cross Site Scripting (XSS) vulnerabilty in IPFire 2.23 via the IPfire web UI in the
mail.cgi.

2021-06-25

5

CVE-202134183
CONFIRM

4

CVE-202015303
MISC
MISC

2021-06-28

CVE-20204.3 21142
MISC

istio -- istio

Istio before 1.9.6 and 1.10.x before 1.10.2 has Incorrect Access Control.

2021-06-29

CVE-202134824
6.5
MISC
MISC

limesurvey -limesurvey

Cross Site Scripting vulnerabilty in LimeSurvey 4.1.11+200316 via the (1) name and (2)
description parameters in
2021-06-28
application/controllers/admin/PermissiontemplatesController.php.

CVE-20204.3 22607
CONFIRM

machform -machform

Machform prior to version 16 is vulnerable to stored cross-site scripting due to
2021-06-29
insufficient sanitization of file attachments uploaded with forms through upload.php.

CVE-20214.3 20103
MISC

machform -machform

Machform prior to version 16 is vulnerable to an open redirect in Safari_init.php due
2021-06-29
to an improperly sanitized 'ref' parameter.

CVE-20215.8 20105
MISC

machform -machform

Machform prior to version 16 is vulnerable to HTTP host header injection due to
improperly validated host headers. This could cause a victim to receive malformed
content.

2021-06-29

CVE-20215.8 20101
MISC

machform -machform

Machform prior to version 16 is vulnerable to cross-site request forgery due to a lack
2021-06-29
of CSRF tokens in place.

CVE-20216.8 20102
MISC

machform -machform

Machform prior to version 16 is vulnerable to unauthenticated remote code
execution due to insufficient sanitization of file attachments uploaded with forms
through upload.php.

2021-06-29

CVE-20216.8 20104
MISC

Magento versions 2.4.2 (and earlier), 2.4.1-p1 (and earlier) and 2.3.6-p1 (and earlier)
are affected by an Improper Authorization vulnerability via the 'Create Customer'
magento -- magento endpoint. Successful exploitation could lead to unauthorized modification of
2021-06-28
customer data by an unauthenticated attacker. Access to the admin console is
required for successful exploitation.

CVE-20216.4 28563
MISC

mermaid_project -mermaid

2021-06-27

CVE-202135513
4.3 MISC
MISC
MISC

miniaudio_project -- Miniaudio 0.10.35 has an integer-based buffer overflow caused by an out-of-bounds
2021-06-25
miniaudio
left shift in drwav_bytes_to_u32 in miniaudio.h

CVE-20216.8 34185
CONFIRM

Mermaid before 8.11.0 allows XSS when the antiscript feature is used.

Medium Vulnerabilities
Primary
Vendor -- Product

miraheze -globalnewfiles

Description
GlobalNewFiles is a mediawiki extension. All existing versions of GlobalNewFiles are
affected by an uncontrolled resource consumption vulnerability. A large amount of
page moves within a short space of time could overwhelm Database servers due to
improper handling of load balancing and a lack of an appropriate index. No patches
are currently available. As a workaround, one may avoid use of the extension unless
additional rate limit at the MediaWiki level or via PoolCounter / MySQL is enabled.

Published

2021-06-28

CVSS
Score

4

Source &
Patch Info

CVE-202132722
CONFIRM
MISC

NVIDIA GeForce Experience, all versions prior to 3.23, contains a vulnerability where,
if a user clicks on a maliciously formatted link that opens the GeForce Experience
nvidia -login page in a new browser tab instead of the GeForce Experience application and
2021-06-25
geforce_experience enters their login information, the malicious site can get access to the token of the
user login session. Such an attack may lead to these targeted users' data being
accessed, altered, or lost.

CVE-20216.8 1073
CONFIRM

opentext -brava\!_desktop

This vulnerability allows remote attackers to execute arbitrary code on affected
installations of OpenText Brava! Desktop Build 16.6.4.55. User interaction is required
to exploit this vulnerability in that the target must visit a malicious page or open a
malicious file. The specific flaw exists within the parsing of CGM files. The issue
2021-06-29
results from the lack of proper validation of user-supplied data, which can result in a
write past the end of an allocated buffer. An attacker can leverage this vulnerability
to execute code in the context of the current process. Was ZDI-CAN-13679.

CVE-20216.8 31514
MISC

opentext -brava\!_desktop

This vulnerability allows remote attackers to execute arbitrary code on affected
installations of OpenText Brava! Desktop 16.6.3.84. User interaction is required to
exploit this vulnerability in that the target must visit a malicious page or open a
malicious file. The specific flaw exists within the parsing of CGM files. The issue
2021-06-29
results from the lack of proper validation of the length of user-supplied data prior to
copying it to a stack-based buffer. An attacker can leverage this vulnerability to
execute code in the context of the current process. Was ZDI-CAN-12653.

CVE-20216.8 31507
MISC

opentext -brava\!_desktop

This vulnerability allows remote attackers to disclose sensitive information on
affected installations of OpenText Brava! Desktop Build 16.6.4.55. User interaction is
required to exploit this vulnerability in that the target must visit a malicious page or
open a malicious file. The specific flaw exists within the parsing of PDF files. The issue
2021-06-29
results from the lack of proper validation of user-supplied data, which can result in a
read past the end of an allocated data structure. An attacker can leverage this in
conjunction with other vulnerabilities to execute arbitrary code in the context of the
current process. Was ZDI-CAN-13674.

CVE-20214.3 31506
MISC

opentext -brava\!_desktop

This vulnerability allows remote attackers to execute arbitrary code on affected
installations of OpenText Brava! Desktop 16.6.3.84. User interaction is required to
exploit this vulnerability in that the target must visit a malicious page or open a
malicious file. The specific flaw exists within the parsing of DXF files. The issue results 2021-06-29
from the lack of proper validation of user-supplied data, which can result in a write
past the end of an allocated buffer. An attacker can leverage this vulnerability to
execute code in the context of the current process. Was ZDI-CAN-13306.

CVE-20216.8 31508
MISC

opentext -brava\!_desktop

This vulnerability allows remote attackers to execute arbitrary code on affected
installations of OpenText Brava! Desktop Build 16.6.4.55. User interaction is required
to exploit this vulnerability in that the target must visit a malicious page or open a
malicious file. The specific flaw exists within the parsing of BMP files. The issue results 2021-06-29
from the lack of proper validation of user-supplied data, which can result in a write
past the end of an allocated buffer. An attacker can leverage this vulnerability to
execute code in the context of the current process. Was ZDI-CAN-13678.

CVE-20216.8 31513
MISC

opentext -brava\!_desktop

This vulnerability allows remote attackers to execute arbitrary code on affected
installations of OpenText Brava! Desktop Build 16.6.4.55. User interaction is required
2021-06-29
to exploit this vulnerability in that the target must visit a malicious page or open a
malicious file. The specific flaw exists within the parsing of TIF files. The issue results
from the lack of proper validation of user-supplied data, which can result in a read

CVE-20216.8 31512
MISC

Medium Vulnerabilities
Primary
Vendor -- Product
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Published

CVSS
Score

Source &
Patch Info

past the end of an allocated buffer. An attacker can leverage this vulnerability to
execute code in the context of the current process. Was ZDI-CAN-13677.

opentext -brava\!_desktop

This vulnerability allows remote attackers to execute arbitrary code on affected
installations of OpenText Brava! Desktop 16.6.3.84. User interaction is required to
exploit this vulnerability in that the target must visit a malicious page or open a
malicious file. The specific flaw exists within the parsing of DXF files. The issue results 2021-06-29
from the lack of proper validation of user-supplied data, which can result in a write
past the end of an allocated buffer. An attacker can leverage this vulnerability to
execute code in the context of the current process. Was ZDI-CAN-13309.

CVE-20216.8 31509
MISC

opentext -brava\!_desktop

This vulnerability allows remote attackers to execute arbitrary code on affected
installations of OpenText Brava! Desktop Build 16.6.4.55. User interaction is required
to exploit this vulnerability in that the target must visit a malicious page or open a
malicious file. The specific flaw exists within the parsing of TIF files. The issue results 2021-06-29
from the lack of proper validation of user-supplied data, which can result in a read
past the end of an allocated buffer. An attacker can leverage this vulnerability to
execute code in the context of the current process. Was ZDI-CAN-13675.

CVE-20216.8 31510
MISC

opentext -brava\!_desktop

This vulnerability allows remote attackers to execute arbitrary code on affected
installations of OpenText Brava! Desktop Build 16.6.4.55. User interaction is required
to exploit this vulnerability in that the target must visit a malicious page or open a
malicious file. The specific flaw exists within the parsing of PDF files. The issue results 2021-06-29
from the lack of proper validation of user-supplied data, which can result in a write
past the end of an allocated buffer. An attacker can leverage this vulnerability to
execute code in the context of the current process. Was ZDI-CAN-13676.

CVE-20216.8 31511
MISC

oracle -glassfish_server

** UNSUPPORTED WHEN ASSIGNED ** Oracle GlassFish Server 3.1.2.18 and below
allows /common/logViewer/logViewer.jsf XSS. A malicious user can cause an
administrator user to supply dangerous content to the vulnerable page, which is then
reflected back to the user and executed by the web browser. The most common
2021-06-25
mechanism for delivering malicious content is to include it as a parameter in a URL
that is posted publicly or e-mailed directly to victims. NOTE: This vulnerability only
affects products that are no longer supported by the maintainer.

CVE-20213314
4.3
MISC
MISC

phoenixcontact -config\+

Phoenix Contact Classic Automation Worx Software Suite in Version 1.87 and below is
affected by a remote code execution vulnerability. Manipulated PC Worx or Config+
projects could lead to a remote code execution when unallocated memory is freed
because of incompletely initialized data. The attacker needs to get access to an
original bus configuration file (*.bcp) to be able to manipulate data inside. After
2021-06-25
manipulation the attacker needs to exchange the original file by the manipulated one
on the application programming workstation. Availability, integrity, or confidentiality
of an application programming workstation might be compromised by attacks using
these vulnerabilities. Automated systems in operation which were programmed with
one of the above-mentioned products are not affected.

CVE-20215.1 33542
CONFIRM

phoenixcontact -fl_comserver_uni_23 In Phoenix Contact FL COMSERVER UNI in versions < 2.40 a invalid Modbus exception
2021-06-25
2\/422\/485_firmwar response can lead to a temporary denial of service.
e

5

CVE-202121002
CONFIRM

phoenixcontact -In Phoenix Contact FL SWITCH SMCS series products in multiple versions fragmented
fl_switch_smcs_16tx TCP-Packets may cause a Denial of Service of Web-, SNMP- and ICMP-Echo services. 2021-06-25
_firmware
The switching functionality of the device is not affected.

5

CVE-202121003
CONFIRM

phoenixcontact -In Phoenix Contact FL SWITCH SMCS series products in multiple versions an attacker
fl_switch_smcs_16tx may insert malicious code via LLDP frames into the web-based management which
_firmware
could then be executed by the client.
postsrsd_project -postsrsd

2021-06-25

PostSRSd before 1.11 allows a denial of service (subprocess hang) if Postfix sends
2021-06-28
certain long data fields such as multiple concatenated email addresses. NOTE: the
PostSRSd maintainer acknowledges "theoretically, this error should never occur ... I'm

CVE-20214.3 21004
CONFIRM
5

CVE-202135525
MISC

Medium Vulnerabilities
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not sure if there's a reliable way to trigger this condition by an external attacker, but
it is a security bug in PostSRSd nevertheless."

Source &
Patch Info
MISC
MISC

A memory corruption vulnerability exists in the DMG File Format Handler
functionality of PowerISO 7.9. A specially crafted DMG file can lead to an out-ofpoweriso -- poweriso
2021-06-29
bounds write. An attacker can provide a malicious file to trigger this vulnerability. The
vendor fixed it in a bug-release of the current version.

CVE-20216.8 21871
MISC

prismjs -- prism

Prism is a syntax highlighting library. Some languages before 1.24.0 are vulnerable to
Regular Expression Denial of Service (ReDoS). When Prism is used to highlight
untrusted (user-given) text, an attacker can craft a string that will take a very very
2021-06-28
long time to highlight. This problem has been fixed in Prism v1.24. As a workaround,
do not use ASCIIDoc or ERB to highlight untrusted text. Other languages are not
affected and can be used to highlight untrusted text.

CVE-202132723
4.3 CONFIRM
MISC
MISC

python -- urllib3

An issue was discovered in urllib3 before 1.26.5. When provided with a URL
containing many @ characters in the authority component, the authority regular
expression exhibits catastrophic backtracking, causing a denial of service if a URL
were passed as a parameter or redirected to via an HTTP redirect.

shopex -- ecshop

Cross Site Scripting (XSS) vulnerability in ECShop 4.0 due to security filtering issues, in
the user.php file, we can use the html entity encoding to bypass the security policy of 2021-06-28
the safety.php file, triggering the xss vulnerability.

CVE-20204.3 20640
MISC

The Telnet service of the SIMATIC HMI Comfort Panels system component in affected
siemens -products does not require authentication, which may allow a remote attacker to gain
sinamics_sl150_firm access to the device if the service is enabled. Telnet is disabled by default on the
2021-06-28
ware
SINAMICS Medium Voltage Products (SINAMICS SL150: All versions, SINAMICS
SM150: All versions, SINAMICS SM150i: All versions).

CVE-20216.8 31337
MISC

sylius -- sylius

Sylius is an Open Source eCommerce platform on top of Symfony. In versions of Sylius
prior to 1.9.5 and 1.10.0-RC.1, part of the details (order ID, order number, items total,
and token value) of all placed orders were exposed to unauthorized users. If exploited
properly, a few additional information like the number of items in the cart and the
date of the shipping may be fetched as well. This data seems to not be crucial nor is
personal data, however, could be used for sociotechnical attacks or may expose a few
details about shop condition to the third parties. The data possible to aggregate are
the number of processed orders or their value in the moment of time. The problem
has been patched at Sylius 1.9.5 and 1.10.0-RC.1. There are a few workarounds for
2021-06-28
the vulnerability. The first possible solution is to hide the problematic endpoints
behind the firewall from not logged in users. This would put only the order list under
the firewall and allow only authorized users to access it. Once a user is authorized, it
will have access to theirs orders only. The second possible solution is to decorate the
`\Sylius\Bundle\ApiBundle\Doctrine\QueryCollectionExtension\OrdersByLoggedInUs
erExtension` and throw
`Symfony\Component\Security\Core\Exception\AccessDeniedException` if the class is
executed for unauthorized user.

CVE-202132720
CONFIRM
MISC

tenable -- nessus

Nessus Agent 8.2.4 and earlier for Windows were found to contain multiple local
privilege escalation vulnerabilities which could allow an authenticated, local
administrator to run specific Windows executables as the Nessus host. This is
different than CVE-2021-20099.

2021-06-28

CVE-20214.6 20100
MISC

tenable -- nessus

Nessus Agent 8.2.4 and earlier for Windows were found to contain multiple local
privilege escalation vulnerabilities which could allow an authenticated, local
administrator to run specific Windows executables as the Nessus host. This is
different than CVE-2021-20100.

2021-06-28

CVE-20214.6 20099
MISC

umbraco -umbraco_cms

Umbraco CMS before 7.15.7 is vulnerable to Open Redirection due to insufficient url
2021-06-28
sanitization on booting.aspx.

CVE-20215.8 34254
MISC

2021-06-29

5

5

CVE-202133503
CONFIRM
CONFIRM
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unidocs -ezpdf_editor

A memory corruption vulnerability exists when ezPDF improperly handles the
parameter. This vulnerability exists due to insufficient validation of the parameter.

2021-06-29

CVE-20206.5 7870
MISC

vector35 -binary_ninja

This vulnerability allows remote attackers to execute arbitrary code on affected
installations of Vector 35 Binary Ninja 2.3.2660 (Build ID 88f343c3). User interaction is
required to exploit this vulnerability in that the target must visit a malicious page or
open a malicious file. The specific flaw exists within the parsing of BNDB files. The
2021-06-29
issue results from the lack of validating the existence of an object prior to performing
operations on the object. An attacker can leverage this vulnerability to execute code
in the context of the current process. Was ZDI-CAN-13670.

CVE-202131516
6.8
MISC
MISC

vector35 -binary_ninja

This vulnerability allows remote attackers to execute arbitrary code on affected
installations of Vector 35 Binary Ninja 2.3.2660 (Build ID 88f343c3). User interaction is
required to exploit this vulnerability in that the target must visit a malicious page or
open a malicious file. The specific flaw exists within the parsing of BNDB files. The
2021-06-29
issue results from the lack of proper validation of user-supplied data, which can result
in a read past the end of an allocated data structure. An attacker can leverage this
vulnerability to execute code in the context of the current process. Was ZDI-CAN13668.

CVE-202131515
6.8
MISC
MISC

vmware -spring_security

Spring Security versions 5.5.x prior to 5.5.1, 5.4.x prior to 5.4.7, 5.3.x prior to 5.3.10
and 5.2.x prior to 5.2.11 are susceptible to a Denial-of-Service (DoS) attack via the
initiation of the Authorization Request in an OAuth 2.0 Client Web and WebFlux
application. A malicious user or attacker can send multiple requests initiating the
Authorization Request for the Authorization Code Grant, which has the potential of
exhausting system resources using a single session or multiple sessions.

2021-06-29

5

CVE-202122119
MISC

2021-06-28

5

CVE-202023715
MISC

In Weidmueller Industrial WLAN devices in multiple versions an exploitable denial-ofservice vulnerability exists in ServiceAgent functionality. A specially crafted packet
weidmueller -- ie-wlcan cause an integer underflow, triggering a large memcpy that will access unmapped 2021-06-25
bl-ap-cl-eu_firmware
or out-of-bounds memory. An attacker can send this packet while unauthenticated to
trigger this vulnerability.

5

CVE-202133536
CONFIRM

webport_cms_projec Directory Traversal vulnerability in Webport CMS 1.19.10.17121 via the file
t -- webport_cms
parameter to file/download.

In Weidmueller Industrial WLAN devices in multiple versions an exploitable format
string vulnerability exists in the iw_console conio_writestr functionality. A specially
weidmueller -- ie-wlcrafted time server entry can cause an overflow of the time server buffer, resulting in 2021-06-25
bl-ap-cl-eu_firmware
remote code execution. An attacker can send commands while authenticated as a
low privilege user to trigger this vulnerability.
In Weidmueller Industrial WLAN devices in multiple versions the usage of hard-coded
weidmueller -- ie-wlcryptographic keys within the service agent binary allows for the decryption of
2021-06-25
bl-ap-cl-eu_firmware
captured traffic across the network from or to the device.

CVE-20216.5 33535
CONFIRM

5

CVE-202133529
CONFIRM

In Weidmueller Industrial WLAN devices in multiple versions an exploitable
authentication bypass vulnerability exists in the hostname processing. A specially
weidmueller -- ie-wlconfigured device hostname can cause the device to interpret selected remote traffic 2021-06-25
bl-ap-cl-eu_firmware
as local traffic, resulting in a bypass of web authentication. An attacker can send
authenticated SNMP requests to trigger this vulnerability.

CVE-20216.5 33539
CONFIRM

In Weidmueller Industrial WLAN devices in multiple versions an exploitable remote
code execution vulnerability exists in the iw_webs configuration parsing functionality.
weidmueller -- ie-wlA specially crafted user name entry can cause an overflow of an error message buffer, 2021-06-25
bl-ap-cl-eu_firmware
resulting in remote code execution. An attacker can send commands while
authenticated as a low privilege user to trigger this vulnerability.

CVE-20216.5 33537
CONFIRM
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Cross Site Scripting (XSS) in Zammad 1.0.x up to 4.0.0 allows remote attackers to
zammad -- zammad execute arbitrary web script or HTML via multiple models that contain a 'note' field to 2021-06-28
store additional information.

CVE-20214.3 35298
CONFIRM

zammad -- zammad

Text injection/Content Spoofing in 404 page in Zammad 1.0.x up to 4.0.0 could allow
2021-06-28
remote attackers to manipulate users into visiting the attackers' page.

CVE-20214.3 35300
CONFIRM

zammad -- zammad

Cross Site Scripting (XSS) in Zammad 1.0.x up to 4.0.0 allows remote attackers to
execute arbitrary web script or HTML via the User Avatar attribute.

CVE-20214.3 35303
CONFIRM

zammad -- zammad

Incorrect Access Control for linked Tickets in Zammad 1.0.x up to 4.0.0 allows remote
2021-06-28
attackers to obtain sensitive information.

5

CVE-202135302
CONFIRM

zammad -- zammad

Incorrect Access Control in Zammad 1.0.x up to 4.0.0 allows remote attackers to
obtain sensitive information via the Ticket Article detail view.

2021-06-28

5

CVE-202135301
CONFIRM

zammad -- zammad

Incorrect Access Control in Zammad 1.0.x up to 4.0.0 allows attackers to obtain
sensitive information via email connection configuration probing.

2021-06-28

5

CVE-202135299
CONFIRM

zohocorp -Zoho ManageEngine ServiceDesk Plus MSP before 10521 allows an attacker to access
manageengine_servic
2021-06-29
internal data.
edesk_plus

5

CVE-202131160
CONFIRM
MISC

zohocorp -Zoho ManageEngine ServiceDesk Plus MSP before 10522 is vulnerable to Information
manageengine_servic
2021-06-29
Disclosure.
edesk_plus_msp

5

CVE-202131530
CONFIRM

zrlog -- zrlog

Cross Site Scripting vulnerability in ZrLog 2.1.0 via the (1) userName and (2) email
parameters in post/addComment.

2021-06-28

2021-06-29

CVE-20204.3 18066
MISC

Low Vulnerabilities
Primary
Vendor -- Product

Description

Published

CVSS
Score

Source &
Patch Info

admincolumns -admin_columns

The Admin Columns Free WordPress plugin before 4.3 and Admin Columns Pro
WordPress plugin before 5.5.1, rendered input on the posted pages with improper
input validation on the value passed into the field 'Label' parameter, by taking this as 2021-06-21
an advantage an authenticated attacker can supply a crafted arbitrary script and
execute it.

CVE-202124366
3.5
CONFIRM
MISC

autoptimize -autoptimize

The Autoptimize WordPress plugin before 2.7.8 does not check for malicious files
such as .html in the archive uploaded via the 'Import Settings' feature. As a result, it is
possible for a high privilege user to upload a malicious file containing JavaScript code 2021-06-21
inside an archive which will execute when a victim visits index.html inside the plugin
directory.

CVE-20213.5 24378
CONFIRM

ayecode -- getpaid

In the GetPaid WordPress plugin before 2.3.4, users with the contributor role and
above can create a new Payment Form, however the Label and Help Text input fields
were not getting sanitized properly. So it was possible to inject malicious content
2021-06-21
such as img tags, leading to a Stored Cross-Site Scripting issue which is triggered
when the form will be edited, for example when an admin reviews it and could lead
to privilege escalation.

CVE-20213.5 24369
CONFIRM

checksec -- canopy

CheckSec Canopy before 3.5.2 allows XSS attacks against the login page via the
LOGIN_PAGE_DISCLAIMER parameter.

2021-06-18

CVE-202134815
3.5 MISC
MISC
MISC

codecabin -wp_google_maps

The WP Google Maps WordPress plugin before 8.1.12 did not sanitise, validate of
escape the Map Name when output in the Map List of the admin dashboard, leading 2021-06-21
to an authenticated Stored Cross-Site Scripting issue

CVE-202124383
3.5
CONFIRM
MISC

get-simple -getsimplecms

Cross Site Scripting vulnerability in GetSimpleCMS 3.4.0a in admin/snippets.php via
(1) Add Snippet and (2) Save snippets.

2021-06-23

CVE-20203.5 20391
MISC

get-simple -getsimplecms

Cross Site Scripting vulnerability in GetSimpleCMS 3.3.16 in admin/upload.php by
adding comments or jpg and other file header information to the content of xla,
pages, and gzip files,

2021-06-23

CVE-20213.5 28977
MISC

get-simple -getsimplecms

Cross Site Scripting (XSS) vulnerability in GetSimpleCMS 3.4.0a in admin/edit.php.

2021-06-23

CVE-20203.5 20389
MISC

google -- android

In onStart of ContactsDumpActivity.java, there is possible access to contacts due to a
tapjacking/overlay attack. This could lead to local information disclosure with User
2021-06-22
execution privileges needed. User interaction is needed for exploitation.Product:
AndroidVersions: Android-11Android ID: A-174045870

CVE-20211.9 0569
MISC

google -- android

In sspRequestCallback of BondStateMachine.java, there is a possible leak of
Bluetooth MAC addresses due to log information disclosure. This could lead to local
information disclosure with System execution privileges needed. User interaction is
not needed for exploitation.Product: AndroidVersions: Android-11Android ID: A183961896

2021-06-22

CVE-20212.1 0549
MISC

google -- android

In doNotification of AccountManagerService.java, there is a possible permission
bypass due to an unsafe PendingIntent. This could lead to local information disclosure
2021-06-22
with User execution privileges needed. User interaction is not needed for
exploitation.Product: AndroidVersions: Android-11Android ID: A-177931355

CVE-20212.1 0572
MISC

google -- android

In accessAudioHalPidscpp of TimeCheck.cpp, there is a possible out of bounds read
due to a missing bounds check. This could lead to local information disclosure with
System execution privileges needed. User interaction is not needed for
exploitation.Product: AndroidVersions: Android-11Android ID: A-175894436

CVE-20212.1 0566
MISC

2021-06-22

Low Vulnerabilities
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google -- android

In ih264e_fmt_conv_422i_to_420sp of ih264e_fmt_conv.c, there is a possible out of
bounds read due to a heap buffer overflow. This could lead to local information
disclosure with no additional execution privileges needed. User interaction is not
2021-06-22
needed for exploitation.Product: AndroidVersions: Android-11Android ID: A172908358

CVE-20212.1 0563
MISC

google -- android

In RasterIntraUpdate of motion_est.cpp, there is a possible out of bounds read due to
an incorrect bounds check. This could lead to local information disclosure with no
2021-06-22
additional execution privileges needed. User interaction is not needed for
exploitation.Product: AndroidVersions: Android-11Android ID: A-176084648

CVE-20212.1 0562
MISC

google -- android

In append_to_verify_fifo_interleaved_ of stream_encoder.c, there is a possible out of
bounds write due to a missing bounds check. This could lead to local information
disclosure with no additional execution privileges needed. User interaction is not
2021-06-22
needed for exploitation.Product: AndroidVersions: Android-11Android ID: A174302683

CVE-20212.1 0561
MISC

google -- android

In getBlockSum of fastcodemb.cpp, there is a possible out of bounds read due to a
heap buffer overflow. This could lead to local information disclosure with no
additional execution privileges needed. User interaction is not needed for
exploitation.Product: AndroidVersions: Android-11Android ID: A-172716941

2021-06-22

CVE-20212.1 0556
MISC

google -- android

In isBackupServiceActive of BackupManagerService.java, there is a missing permission
check. This could lead to local information disclosure with no additional execution
2021-06-22
privileges needed. User interaction is not needed for exploitation.Product:
AndroidVersions: Android-11Android ID: A-158482162

CVE-20212.1 0554
MISC

google -- android

In getEndItemSliceAction of MediaOutputSlice.java, there is a possible permission
bypass due to an unsafe PendingIntent. This could lead to local information disclosure
2021-06-22
with User execution privileges needed. User interaction is not needed for
exploitation.Product: AndroidVersions: Android-11Android ID: A-175124820

CVE-20212.1 0552
MISC

google -- android

In updateNotification of BeamTransferManager.java, there is a missing permission
check. This could lead to local information disclosure of paired Bluetooth addresses
with no additional execution privileges needed. User interaction is needed for
exploitation.Product: AndroidVersions: Android-11Android ID: A-168712890

2021-06-22

CVE-20212.1 0542
MISC

google -- android

In phNxpNciHal_ext_process_nfc_init_rsp of phNxpNciHal_ext.cc, there is a possible
out of bounds read due to a missing bounds check. This could lead to local
information disclosure in the NFC server with System execution privileges needed.
2021-06-22
User interaction is not needed for exploitation.Product: AndroidVersions: Android11Android ID: A-169258455

CVE-20212.1 0541
MISC

google -- android

In getAllPackages of PackageManagerService, there is a possible information
disclosure due to a missing permission check. This could lead to local information
disclosure of cross-user permissions with no additional execution privileges needed. 2021-06-21
User interaction is not needed for exploitation.Product: AndroidVersions: Android-11
Android-8.1 Android-9 Android-10Android ID: A-174661955

CVE-20212.1 0521
MISC

google -- android

In avrc_pars_browse_rsp of avrc_pars_ct.cc, there is a possible out of bounds read
due to a missing bounds check. This could lead to remote information disclosure over
Bluetooth with no additional execution privileges needed. User interaction is not
2021-06-21
needed for exploitation.Product: AndroidVersions: Android-11Android ID: A179162665

CVE-20213.3 0504
MISC

icehrm -- icehrm

A stored cross site scripting (XSS) vulnerability was discovered in Ice Hrm 29.0.0.OS
which allows attackers to execute arbitrary web scripts or HTML via a crafted file
uploaded into the Document Management tab. The exploit is triggered when a user
visits the upload location of the crafted file.

CVE-20213.5 34243
MISC

2021-06-22
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An issue was discovered in JPress v3.3.0 and below. There are XSS vulnerabilities in
the template module and tag management module. If you log in to the background
by means of weak password, the storage XSS vulnerability can occur.

2021-06-18

CVE-202133347
3.5
MISC
MISC

phpgurukul -PHPGurukul Hospital Management System in PHP v4.0 has a Persistent Cross-Site
hospital_managemen Scripting vulnerability in \hms\admin\appointment-history.php. Remote registered
t_system_in_php
users can exploit the vulnerability to obtain user cookie data.

2021-06-22

CVE-20203.5 22167
MISC

podsfoundation -pods

The Pods â€“ Custom Content Types and Fields WordPress plugin before 2.7.27 was
vulnerable to an Authenticated Stored Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) security vulnerability 2021-06-21
within the 'Menu Label' field parameter.

CVE-202124339
3.5
MISC
CONFIRM

podsfoundation -pods

The Pods â€“ Custom Content Types and Fields WordPress plugin before 2.7.27 was
vulnerable to an Authenticated Stored Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) security vulnerability 2021-06-21
within the 'Singular Label' field parameter.

CVE-202124338
3.5
CONFIRM
MISC

jpress -- jpress

wp_config_file_edito
r_project -The WP Config File Editor WordPress plugin through 1.7.1 was affected by an
wp_config_file_edito Authenticated Stored Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) vulnerability.
r

2021-06-21

CVE-20213.5 24367
CONFIRM

znote -- znote

A cross-site scripting (XSS) vulnerability exists in Znote 0.5.2. An attacker can insert
2021-06-18
payloads, and the code execution will happen immediately on markdown view mode.

CVE-202126834
3.5
MISC
MISC

Primary
Vendor -- Product
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Published

CVSS Source &
Score Patch Info

Adobe Photoshop Elements version 5.2 (and earlier) is affected by an insecure
adobe -temporary file creation vulnerability. An unauthenticated attacker could leverage this
2021-06-28
photoshop_elements vulnerability to call functions against the installer to perform high privileged actions.
Exploitation of this issue does not require user interaction.

CVE-20212.1 28597
MISC

Adobe Premiere Elements version 5.2 (and earlier) is affected by an insecure
adobe -temporary file creation vulnerability. An unauthenticated attacker could leverage this
2021-06-28
premiere_elements vulnerability to call functions against the installer to perform high privileged actions.
Exploitation of this issue does not require user interaction.

CVE-20212.1 28623
MISC

Unencrypted Bluetooth Low Energy baseband links in Bluetooth Core Specifications
4.0 through 5.2 may permit an adjacent device to inject a crafted packet during the
bluetooth -receive window of the listening device before the transmitting device initiates its
bluetooth_core_spec packet transmission to achieve full MITM status without terminating the link. When 2021-06-25
ification
applied against devices establishing or using encrypted links, crafted packets may be
used to terminate an existing link, but will not compromise the confidentiality or
integrity of the link.

CVE-202131615
2.9
MISC
MISC

cabrerahector -popular_posts

Cross-site scripting vulnerability in WordPress Popular Posts 5.3.2 and earlier allows a
2021-06-28
remote authenticated attacker to inject an arbitrary script via unspecified vectors.

CVE-202120746
MISC
3.5
MISC
MISC
MISC

dovecot -- dovecot

Dovecot before 2.3.15 allows ../ Path Traversal. An attacker with access to the local
filesystem can trick OAuth2 authentication into using an HS256 validation key from
an attacker-controlled location. This occurs during use of local JWT validation with
the posix fs driver.

CVE-202129157
2.1
MISC
CONFIRM

2021-06-28

Low Vulnerabilities
Primary
Vendor -- Product

ibm -- aix

Description

Published

IBM AIX 7.1, 7.2, and VIOS 3.1 could allow a local user that is in the with elevated
group privileges to cause a denial of service due to a vulnerability in the lpd daemon. 2021-06-28
IBM X-Force ID: 200255.

CVSS
Score

Source &
Patch Info

CVE-202129693
2.1
XF
CONFIRM

2021-06-28

CVE-202129751
3.5 CONFIRM
CONFIRM
XF

2021-06-29

CVE-202120477
3.5
CONFIRM
XF

IBM Security Verify (IBM Security Verify Privilege Vault 10.9.66) is vulnerable to crosssite scripting. This vulnerability allows users to embed arbitrary JavaScript code in the
ibm -- security_verify
2021-06-25
Web UI thus altering the intended functionality potentially leading to credentials
disclosure within a trusted session.

CVE-202129677
3.5
CONFIRM
XF

ibm -IBM Spectrum Protect Plus 10.1.0 through 10.1.8 could allow a local user to cause a
spectrum_protect_pl
denial of service due to insecure file permission settings. IBM X-Force ID: 197791.
us

2021-06-29

CVE-202120490
2.1
CONFIRM
XF

limesurvey -limesurvey

2021-06-28

CVE-20203.5 23710
MISC

Magento versions 2.4.2 (and earlier), 2.4.1-p1 (and earlier) and 2.3.6-p1 (and earlier)
are affected by a DOM-based Cross-Site Scripting vulnerability on mage-messages
magento -- magento
2021-06-28
cookies. Successful exploitation could lead to arbitrary JavaScript execution by an
unauthenticated attacker. User interaction is required for successful exploitation.

CVE-20213.5 28556
MISC

IBM Business Automation Workflow 18.0, 19.0, and 20.0 and IBM Business Process
ibm -Manager 8.5 and 8.6 could allow an authenticated user to obtain sensitive
business_automation
information about another user under nondefault configurations. IBM X-Force ID:
_workflow
201779.

ibm -planning_analytics

IBM Planning Analytics 2.0 is vulnerable to cross-site scripting. This vulnerability
allows users to embed arbitrary JavaScript code in the Web UI thus altering the
intended functionality potentially leading to credentials disclosure within a trusted
session. IBM X-Force ID: 196949.

Cross Site Scripting (XSS) vulneraiblity in LimeSurvey 4.2.5 on textbox via the
Notifications & data feature.

pandorafms -pandora_fms

PandoraFMS <=7.54 allows Stored XSS by placing a payload in the name field of a
visual console. When a user or an administrator visits the console, the XSS payload
will be executed.

2021-06-25

CVE-20213.5 35501
MISC

plone -- plone

In Plone 5.0 through 5.2.4, Editors are vulnerable to XSS in the folder contents view, if
2021-06-30
a Contributor has created a folder with a SCRIPT tag in the description field.

CVE-202135959
3.5
MISC
MLIST

2021-06-25

CVE-202135475
3.5 MISC
MISC
MISC

SICK Visionary-S CX up version 5.21.2.29154R are vulnerable to an Inadequate
Encryption Strength vulnerability concerning the internal SSH interface solely used by
SICK for recovering returned devices. The use of weak ciphers make it easier for an
attacker to break the security that protects information transmitted from the client 2021-06-28
to the SSH server, assuming the attacker has access to the network on which the
device is connected. This can increase the risk that encryption will be compromised,
leading to the exposure of sensitive user information and man-in-the-middle attacks.

CVE-20213.5 32496
MISC

sas -SAS Environment Manager 2.5 allows XSS through the Name field when
environment_manag creating/editing a server. The XSS will prompt when editing the Configuration
er
Properties.

sick -- visionarys_cx_firmware

A stored cross-site scripting (XSS) vulnerability was discovered in
tripplite -/Forms/device_vars_1 on TrippLite SU2200RTXL2Ua with firmware version
su2200rtxl2ua_firmw
12.04.0055. This vulnerability allows authenticated attackers to obtain other users'
are
information via a crafted POST request.

2021-06-25

CVE-20203.5 26801
MISC
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MISC
MISC

RabbitMQ is a multi-protocol messaging broker. In rabbitmq-server prior to version
3.8.17, a new user being added via management UI could lead to the user's bane
being rendered in a confirmation message without proper `<script>` tag sanitization,
potentially allowing for JavaScript code execution in the context of the page. In order
vmware -- rabbitmq
2021-06-28
for this to occur, the user must be signed in and have elevated permissions (other
user management). The vulnerability is patched in RabbitMQ 3.8.17. As a
workaround, disable `rabbitmq_management` plugin and use CLI tools for
management operations and Prometheus and Grafana for metrics and monitoring.

CVE-202132718
3.5
CONFIRM
MISC

RabbitMQ is a multi-protocol messaging broker. In rabbitmq-server prior to version
3.8.18, when a federation link was displayed in the RabbitMQ management UI via the
`rabbitmq_federation_management` plugin, its consumer tag was rendered without
proper <script> tag sanitization. This potentially allows for JavaScript code execution
vmware -- rabbitmq in the context of the page. The user must be signed in and have elevated permissions 2021-06-28
(manage federation upstreams and policies) for this to occur. The vulnerability is
patched in RabbitMQ 3.8.18. As a workaround, disable the
`rabbitmq_federation_management` plugin and use [CLI
tools](https://www.rabbitmq.com/cli.html) instead.

CVE-202132719
3.5 MISC
CONFIRM
MISC

